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Student runs for Rolla City Council 
By JERRY SCHLUETER 
Tim Kassen, a senior in 
mechanical engineering, is 
running for city councilman 
in the sixth ward of Rolla. 
Tim is 22 years old and is 
originally from Festus, 
Missouri. He has been going 
to UMR ft;lr four years and 
has lived in Rolla for the last 
two summers. 
Tim is a member of Phi 
Kappa Tbeta Social 
Fraternity and has held the 
office of alumni secretary in 
the fraternity. Through the 
office Tim· was represen-
tative of the house in all 
alumni affairs and contacts. 
He has also been involved in 
i 
many of the committees in 
Phi Kappa Theta. 
Presently, Tim is 'vice-
president of the St. Pat's 
Board. Through this office 
he has worked with many of 
the city officials of Rolla 
including the mayor (Mayor 
·McFarland). He said, "I 
enjoy working with people 
and I feel I could express the 
needs and opinions of the 
people of Rolla." Tinl has 
also been involved in various 
committees of the St. Pat's 
Board including chairman of 
the Extravaganza Com-
mittee. 
Tim is also a member of 
Tbeta Tau Omega, a serviCe 
'" 
Students emerge from winter coats as spr 
degrees. Don't hold your breath, it's not lasting. 
Past celebrations revisited in the 
fraternity that does a lot for 
the Rolla community. 
Tim has played many 
intramural sports and in his 
years' at UMR he has been 
awarded two scholarships 
through the Mechanical 
Engineering Department. 
According to Tim. there is 
a need for student 
representation and good 
town representation on the 
City Council. Presently, 
there are no members on the 
City Council from the 
younger age bracket. Th~ 
approximate ages of the 
other councilmen right now 
go from 30 to 65 or 70. 
In the past there has never 
\ ~-
St. Patls Museum 
By KAREN PENNEY 
In the past few weeks, the 
8t. Pat's Museum has been 
relnstalloo at the UMR 
Ubrary. Old buttons, 
sweatshirts, photographs 
and newspaper articles 
comprise most of the 
memorabilia. Some 
photographs date back as far 
as 1915. Sigma Tau Gamma 
Is the owner of the only 
CUdgel displayed. 
Most of these articles are 
given by the townspeople of 
Rolla, fraternities and some 
alumni. Present students of 
UMR are obviously too new 
to have collected many 
museum Items. If you do 
have any items you wish to 
donate yo~ or through 
your organization, feel free 
to do so. Please be. sure to 
include your name and year 
with anything you donate. 
Some worrieS might arise 
as to the condition in which 
the items are kept. The St. 
Pat's Board assures anyone 
that anything donated will be 
taken care of. The Board is 
presently working with Mr. 
Ron Bohley Cif the Library to 
preserve items in the 
museum. 
There is a future outlook 
for a permanent museum. 
Last week a meeting was 
- see Museum 
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been a UMR student on the 
City Council. There have 
been students that ran for 
city offices, but never one 
elected. 
By looking at the number 
of students in this town 
compared to the number of 
people in this town, there are 
about half as many students 
as people who live here all 
year 'round. 
There are 12 councilmen 
here in Rolla; two coun-
cilmen for each ward. The 
University, Thomas Jef-
ferson Hall, The Quads, 
fraternity row, and all other 
Apply now for 
University-affiliated housing 
also falis into the sixth ward. 
Tim explains, "Students live 
here almost nine months out 
of the year and their in-
terests as well as the town's 
people's interests in the 
Rolla Community should be 
expressed on City Council. " 
Tim encourages students 
to vote in this election and to 
get more involved in the 
Rolla community. To be 
eligible to vote in this 
election, you must have lived 
here in Rolla for six months 
consecutively. If you have 
been going bere two 
semesters, you are eligible 
to register to vote here in 
Rolla. You must be at least 
18 years of age and also you 
must be a citizen of the 
United States. 
The election is April 6, 
which will be during spring 
break. If you are planning to 
vote and you won't be here 
over , spring break then you 
need to get your absentee 
ballot from city hall. You 
can do this by writing to 
Rolla City Hall and 
requesting an absentee 
ballot or you can take the 
five-minute walk down to 
City Hall and pick it up and 
fill it out. 
STUCO committees 
Submitted by STUCO 
The UMR Student Council 
is now accepting ap-
plications from students for 
appointments to campus-
wide committees. These 
committees are composed of 
faculty, administration, and 
student members. Each 
committee is responsible to 
the AcademiC Council. 
Applications are avallable 
in the Student Council office 
or from your Student Council 
representative. Term of 
representation of each 
committee is one year, and 
committee meetings occur 
roughly monthly. Any un-
dergraduate or graduate 
student may apply for 
committee membership, and 
applications are due March 
17, 1982. For any questions, 
contact John Minicky at 364-
9885 or Daryl Seck at 364-
!m2. 
A list of committees, their 
functions, and the numbers 
of undergraduate (UG) and 




The Academic Council is 
the legislative and policy-
making body of the General 
Faculty. It carries out the 
functions and respon-
sibilities assigned to it by the 
General Faculty and shall 
consider all matters 
referred to by the Board of 
Curators, the President of 
the Univeristy, the Chan-
cellor, and individual faculty 
members. The Academic 
Council, acting in ac-
cordance with the Rules and 
Regulations of the Board of 
Curators and the General 
Faculty, formulates, 
recommends and assists in 
the implementation of 
policies conCElrning the ' 
educational and research 
operations of the campus 
and other matters affecting 
the welfare of the campus, 
the faculty and the students 




This committee makes 
general plans for University-
sponsored assemblies, 
programs and public oc-
casions such as University 
Day, Parents' Day, 
Homecoming, and Com-
mencement. It recommends 
policy for faculty and 
student programs, guest 
speakers and ad hoc events. 
(UG - 3 members; G - 1 
member) 
Computer Commlttee 
This commlttee advises 
the Chancellor and assists 
the Director of the Computer 
Center in the formulation 
and Implementation of 
policies regarding computer 
activities on the Campus. 




This committee studies 
and makes recom-
mendations to the Academic 
Council concerning policies 
and priorities for physical 
facilities, including 
buildings, equipment, and 
land acquisition and use. 
(UG - 2 members; G - 1 
member) 
LIbrary Commlttee 
This committee makes 
recommendations to the 
General Faculty with 
respect to.the administration 
of the library and on rules 
governing the use of tile 
library and its facilities by 
students, faculty and others. 
It shall consider all 
problems concerning the 
operation of the library. <UG 
- 1 member; G - 1 member) 
student Affairs 
Commlttee 
This committee makes 
recommendations to the 
Academic Council regarding 
relationships between 
students and UMR, in-




relationships; scheduling of 
classes and examinations; 
budgeting and distribution of 
funds paid by students for 
student activities; rules and 
regulations pertaining to 
student hoUSing, health, and 




operation of the Student 





Editor's Note: If your organization is having a 
meeting, turn in details to the MINER office in 
Building T-l before Monday at 9 p.m. and we will 
list it in the Activities Section of the paper. No 
articles submitted will be printed unless written 
in complete sentences with proper grammar. No 
schedule or flyers will be rewritten and -
published by the staff for the Activities Section. 
If your organization is sponsoring a campus-
wide event for the benefit of charity. get us 
details before Monday at 9:00 p.m. We will ad-
vertise the event free of charge in this space. 
'!be MINER reserves the right to edit any 
notices or ads for this page before publication. 
UMRFILM SERIES 
Two films will be shown on Thursday, Feb. 25, at 7:30 p.m In the 
Miles Auditorium. "Resurrectlon" wllb Ellen Burstyn, Sam Shepard 
and Eva Le Gallienne. "Night and Fog" directed by AI ResnaIs. 
Admission : $2.25 at the door. 
RAM 
Rolla Association for Microcomputers will hold their first meeting 
of the semester on Thursday, Feb. 25. The meeting will begin at 7 p.m. 
In Room 216 MJCS. A demonstration of the Apple II microcomputer 
will be given. If you own a microcomputer, would like to, or just enjoy 
computers In general, !ben stop In. MembershJps will be taken; there 
are no dues. 
Pm ETA SIGMA 
Phi Eta Sigma will hold Its plaque Signing meeting at 7 p.m. on 
Thursday, Feb. 25, In Room G-5, H-SS. All actives are urged to attend 
to sign plaques. 
INTERCOILEGIATE KNIGHTS SMOKER 
The Osage Chapter of the Intercollegiate KnIghts national service 
fraternlty will hold a spring smoker Thursday, Feb. 25, from 7-9 p.m. 
at Kappa Sigma. Anyone wllb at least a 2.5 GPA Is welcome to attend. 
SOUTIlWlNDS 
Southwlnds Is again accepting submissions for the spring edition of 
Soulbwlnds, UMR's literary magazine. We need drawings, 
photographs and writing. Please contribute by submitting your work 
to the Southwlnds mailbox In the Engllsh Department. Please Include 
the following : name, address, phone number and major. Editor's 
deadline Is Feb. 26. 
M·ISSQURI MINER. 
The Missouri Miner is the official publication of th e 
students of the University of Missouri at Rolla . It is 
publ ished weekly at Rolla, Missouri. The Missouri Miner 
features ac tivities of the students and faculty of UMR. 
Editor Chris Noonan 364-9792 
Business Manager John Luth 364-9792 
Managing Editor Mary Ford 341 -3969 
Faculty Advisor Curtis Adams 341 -4825 
AdvertiSing Director Marvis Ridgely 341-4 312 
Advertising Staff : Laura Pagano, Steve Frick, Gary 
Dusheke, Roger Rakers 
News Editor: Rich Bee 364-9792 or 364-9885 
News Staff: Karen Penney, Jerry Schluete r, Carol 
Suit, Greg Rinker 
Features Editor: AI Oakes 364-9792 
Features St~ff : Sherry Noonan, Matt Angove, Ken 
Donnelly, Mark W? rner 
Sports Editor: John Da nie l 364-811 5 
. Sports Staff : Marc Schrank, Larry Tipton, Gerry 
Goeke, Rob Telker 
Photo Edito r: Dave Stanfield 364-9792 
Photo Staff : Man Wellington Hui , Mark Vollmer, 
Eri c Gieseke, Linda Hardesty, Tim Farrell , 
Tom Hart . 
Proofreader: C indy Farina 
Subsc riptio ns a re ava il a bl e to the ge nera l read e rshi p a t a 
ra te of $6 per sem este r. Art ic les a nd p ho tos fo r 
pub licat io n 'in the Mine r must be in by 9:00 p .m . o n 
Mo nday before distributio n o n :rhursd a y . 
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303 Rolla Build ing 
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EVENT 
INTERV ARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSIDP 
The Intervarslty Christian Fellowship will hold a meeting at 7 p.m. 
on Friday, February 26, In the Meramec Room of the Student UnJon. A 
program on the TrInIty will be presented. Everyone Is invited. 
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA 
Join the ladles of Alpha Kappa Alpha, Xl Delta Chapter, for a 
skating party on Feb. 27, at the Magic Lantern Skating RInk. The time 
Is 4:3IHi:3O p.m. and the cost Is $3 which Includes skate rental. For 
rides, contact Synthla Mcintosh at 341-2231 or Jada Jenkins at 354-
0104. 
TKE"PALLETPARTY" 
There will be a "Pallet Party" at TKE on Saturday, Feb. 27 from li-
I. ThIs party was prevtously publicized to be on Feb. 26, but was 
changed because of a conflIct with the St. Pat's Board Benefit Movie. 
LU11IERAN STUDENTORGANlZATlON 
The JOY Lutheran Student Organlzartlon will be meeting for Its 
second COST SUPPER of this semester Sunday, Feb. 28, beginning at 
5 p. m. 1bts Is a good opportunlty to enjoy a dellctous and inexpensive 
Sunday evening dinner with your friends at the JOY Campus House. 
Remember to come to the cost supper at the Lutheran Campus House, 
11th and Spring streets, and bring a friend. 
UMR CYCLING CLUB 
Tuesday, March 2, the Cycling Club will meet In the Meramec Room 
of the University Center-East. The meeting will begin at 7 p.m. 
Cycting events for thls semester will be dtscussed. Everyone is 
welcome to attend. 
TAU BETA PI 
There will be a Tau Beta Pi meeting TUesday, March 2, at 7 p.m. In 
CE 114. Dr. Tom Faucett will speak on Computer AIded DesIgn. The 
public is invited. A short business meeting will follow. 
Any Tau Beta Pi member wishing to attend the Honors Banquet on 
Thursday, March 4, should purchase hls ticket by Feb. 26 In the 
Provost Office In Parker Hall. The cost Is $5 for members and ~ for 
guests. 
WESLEY FOUNDATION 
Wednesday, March 3 - Dr. Robinson of the Counseling Center will 
give a talk on personal relationships at the Wesley Foundation at 6 
p.m. Everyone is invited to attend. The Wesley Foundation Is located 
at 403 W. 8th St. 
Subscripts 
SUBSCRIPTS 
Student Union Board of-
ficer applications for 1982-
1983 will be available 
Thursday, February 25, in 
the SUB Office. Any student 
who has served on a Student 
Union Board committee for 
at least one semester is 
eligible and encouraged to 
apply. 
Lecture - Out - Takes 
and Bloopers - A fantastic 
program of great com-
mercials, cartoons and slips 
from TV and major films 
will be presented on Friday, 
February 26, at 8 p.m. in 
Centennial Hall. Herb Graff 
The staff of the 
Missouri 
Miner 
will present clips compiled 
from movies, television, 
news reels, commercials 
and dead pan Army training 
films .. . plus a special 
segment on Star Trek goofs 
in a humorous disply. 
Movies - The Shining-
will be shown at 4: 00 p.m. 
and 6:30 p.m. on Sunday, 
February 28. It is a spine-
tingling, chilling tale of 
horror. Down-on-his-luck 
teacher (Jack Nicholson) 
struggling to become a 
writer, takes a job as a 
see page 5 
lOWEST "ATES AHYWHUff 
• The # 1 Financial 
.I, . Pllln for College 
~ , Graduates has 
. . 
a plan for 
Ficici ity you IOO! 
Linion tifi..' c~~~ .W~ty 
will have its picture for the 
Rollamo yearbook taken at 
9:30 pm on Mon., March 1. 
co-op ASSOCIATION 
The Co-op AssocIation will be having a meeting WednP.sday, Mardi 
3, at 7 p.m. In the Ozark Room, UnJverslty Center· West. Ron Lal_ 
from McDonnell Douglas and Susan Bornholdt from UnJon Electric 
will be the guest speakers. Refreshments will be served. Anyone in-
terested or presently enrolled In the CCHlp program Is welcome to 
attend. 
ASCE 
The ASCE will hold a meeting on Wednesday, March 3, In Room 
114CE, at 7 p.m. WtlJjam J. Green will be speaidng on "The New 
Graduate Civil Engineer In a Small Consulting Civil Englneerjug 
FIrm. " Refreshments will be served. 
NEWMAN 
Are you ready for a break? The Newman Retreat Is scheduJed for 
Friday, Saturday and Sunday mornlng, March 5, 6 and 7. The cost Is f1 
per person. Please sign up at the Newman Center, loth and MaIn 
streets. Payment Is due by March 3. Bring smJIes, laughter, love, 
sleeping bag, Bibles, deodorant and other peraonalltems. 
UMRFILMSERIES 
On March 3 at 7: 30 p.m In Centennial Hall there will be a per&oaaI 
appearance of film director Les Blank and a showing of hIa fIlma, 
including a "Well Spent Llle," a moving tribute to the Texas BiD8er 
Mance Upscomb. No admlsslon charge. ' 
SUB 
The SUB Indoor recreation committee will sponsor a spades card 
tournament beginning March 8. A first and second place tropby will 
be awarded. Signups are In the recreation room of the UnJverslty 
Center until March 5. 
APO BOOKSTORE 
If you haven't received your money or your WISOld books from Ibe 
APO Bookstore, there is sUll time. You can receive your returns 011 
March I, 2 and 3 from 12:30-1 : 15 p.m. outside Room lDI of the RoIJa 
Building. If these times are Inconvenient, call Chris Farrell at 364-
4289. 
THETA TAU OMEGA CALENDAR 
Theta Tau Omega has started preparing Its student calendar for Ibe 
1982-&1 school year. Information your organization would like to bave 
printed In the calendar, including all meeting dates, special at· 
tractions, movie titles and dates, and other happenings the students 
would beneflt from knowing about, should be turned Into the Canteeu 
In the new Student UnJon no later than Aprll 3, 1982. For further in-
formation please contact Dick Unverferth at Phi Kappa Theta Annex, 
364-9885. 
SWE 
The Society of Women Engineers will be having a meeting Thurs-
day, March 4, at 6: 15 p.m. In G-5 of the H-SS Building. Sheree 0Ian 
from IBM will be the guest speaker. Nominations for 1982-&1 offlcers 
will be taken, and refreshments will be served. 
r" One ~;orse ~"11 ~ Books & Records~ U We buy. sell & trade -Records -Books 
~ :~:::zines n We sell -Posters U 808 Pine J l in Downtown Rolla ~64-2244 .. ~.. ~ 
Did You Know That 
LA POSADA 
Has A New Menu? 
In addition to their usual 
delicious dishes. they now 
serve: 
- Bean Dip -Cheese Dip 
- large & Small 
Cheese Crisps 
- Sour Cream 
- Me)(icon Style Pizzo 
- Chicken Tacos 
_ Chicken Enchiladas 
- Tacos & Tostadas 
on Flour Tortillas 
AND, YES, ALSO 
_ Chimichangas! 
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Honors Week focuses on scholarship 
SOURCE:OPI 
The University of 
Missouri-Rolla's first 
Honors Week, March 1-5, 
will feature a series of 
special lectures, a personal 
appearance by an in-
dependent filmmaker, an· 
. Honors Week Banquet and 
honor society initiations. 
"The Campus Honors 
Committee felt that given 
the role of the university in 
modern society it would be 
appropriate to set aside a 
specidl time to recognize and 
focus on scholarship - both 
teaching and research," said 
UMR Provost Tomlinson 
Fort Jr., who also chairs the 
Honors Committee. 
"In preparing the 
program," he added, "we 
sought to schedule events 
that would be of ,general 
interest and which would 
also cut across disciplinary 
boundaries and bring out the 
interplay between 
engineering, science .and the 
liberals arts." 
All of the Honors Week 
activities are open to the 
public and all are free except 
for the Honors Week 
Banquet. Tickets to the 
banquet are $5 for students 
and ~ for all others and may 
be ordered by calling 341-
4138 by Friday, Feb. 26. 
Dr. Rosemary Hyde 
Thomas, professor of 
English at St. Louis Com-
munity College-Meramec, 
will begin the week with a 
lecture entitled "It's Good to 
Tell You" at 4 p.m. Monday, 
March 1, iiI the Meramec 
Room, University Center-
East. 
In her lecture, Dr. Thomas 
will discuss how she 
collected and translated 
stories derived from 
traditional French folktales 
in the area around Old 
Mines, Mo. She also will tell 
a representative tale. This 
area of Missouri was settled 
in the early 1700s and 
remained French-speaking 
until the middle of this 
century. Children are 
especially welcome at this 
lecture. 
Dr. Thomas received her 
Ph.D. in psycholinguistlcs 
from St. Louis University. 
She has been a Fulbright 
Scholar at the University of 
Toulouse and the University 
of Nancy and is the author of 
numerous publicatons in the 
areas of linguistics and 
folklore, - foreign languages 
policy and administration 
and programmed in-
struction. 
On Tuesday, March 2, Dr. 
The problem with quarters 
' IOWA CITY, IA (CPS) -
While' many campuses are 
coping with the ravages of 
the winter and others 
desperately try to concoct 
ways to mitigate their fiscal 
crisis, the University of 
Iowa is fighting a different 
kind of problem: a small 
epidemic of students who 
bave to have quarterS 
removed from their 
digestive tracts. 
Over the last six months, 
Iowa City's University 
Hospital has treated 1!>-20 
students who had been 
playing "Quarters," a 
drinking game, according to 
Dr.-Robert Hageman. 
The game, Hageman says, 
consists of "a bunch of 
people sitting around a table 





The University of 
Missouri-Rolla student 
chapter of Eta Kappa Nu, 
electrical engineering bonor 
SOCiety, has been voted the 
national winner of the 
Outstanding Chapter-
Activities Award for the 
1900-81 academic year. 
lhe group will receive an 
engraved' silver award 
plaque. 
flip quarters into the mugs. 
When someone gets a 
quarter into a beer, he can 
either drink it or choose 
someone else who has to. 
The person elected must 
chug the beer, and catch the 
quarter in this teeth. " 
"Caps," a variation using 
bottle caps instead of 
quarters, is also making the 
rounds of local college bars, 
according to Dr. Harley 
Feldick, Iowa's director of 
Health Services. 
Feldick reports an in-
crease in injuries relating to 
other drinking games among 
Iowa students during the last 
two school years. Some 
students have also been hurt 
playing a game in which a 
partiCipant lights the alcohol 
in a drink on fire, and then 
were: a "phonathon" to 
electric engineering alumni 
and updating of alumni 
records; fund-raising 
projects; administering an 
electrical engineering hobby 
club; providing a stage crew 
and lighting for the Pbelps 
County Junior Miss Contest; 
sponsoring an electrical 
engineering career day, and 
providing guides for 




tries to gulp it down without 
getting burned. 
"We started hearing 
rumors about the games, 
and before long we were 
getting students with in-
juries from them," Feldick 
recalls. . 
"Quarters" has caused 
most of the, problems, ac-
cording to Hageman. 
Many people simply pass 
the quarters, but some -
notably smaller, younger, 
and female students - are 
physically incapable of 
passing them. 
. Hageman worries that 
some people might start 
using smaller coins to make 
the game safer, but warns 
that "a smaller coin would 
be the perfect size to lodge in 
the airway at the back of the 
throat, and cause death in 
about 20 seconds. " 
Neither Hageman nor 
Feldick will speculate why 
there's an increase in the 
game playing, or in the in-
juries from it. 
Hospital spokesman Dean 
Borg, however, notes, "I 
asked my son who is in high 
school abo!Jt this, and he 
said, 'That's nothing new, 
and it isn't limited to 
Iowa.' " 
But it hasn't spread 
through the state yet, 
however. "We have had no 
students come in with in-
juries related to any of those 
games," reports Dr. L. Z. 
Furman of Iowa State's 
Student Health Service. 
the International Scouting out into morning skill center 
Fraternity on the UMR sessions. Lunch will be 
campus will be conducting served in -the St. Pat's 
its eighth annual Merit church gym. From 1:45 to 
Badge University on 4:30 the afternoon sklll 
Saturday, February '%1. center sessions will be in 
This is Beta Chi Sigma's progress. The program will 
most prominent activity and end at 4:30 with closing flag 
its organization begins in ceremony, pa~ and cer-
late August and continues tificate distribution. 
through February. MBU is The councilors in charge of 
for boy and girl scouts that giving Merit Badge credit 
have completed the seventh will consist of professors and 
grade and have a desire to qualified personnel that 
earn anyone of the 25 dif- have been approved to assist 
ferent Merit Badges offered in the instruction of the 
during the course of the day. numerous badges offered. 
The program begins with Each scout may earn only 
Thomas R. Faucett, UMR Lipscomb. 
professor of mechanical and Blank, of Flower Films, EI 
aerospace engineering, will Cerrito, Calif., holds a 
speak about "CAD/CAM master's degree in theater 
(Computer-Aided arts from Tulane University. 
Design/Computer-Aided He has been an independent 
Manufacturing) Technology filmmaker since 1968, and 
in Education and Industry" his films celebrate the daily 
at 4 p.m. in the Mark Twain life of American sub-
Room, University Center- cultures. Retrospectives of 
East. his work have been shown at 
Dr. Faucett's talk will Qeal the Museum of Modern Art 
with the impact of new and and the Festival of Modern 
rapidly developing com- Filmmakers in Hamburg, 
puter-assisted design and West Germany. 
manufacturing technology At 4 p.m. Thursday, March 
upon productivity, product 4, Dr. Robert Schofield, head 
quality and product cost. and professor of the hiStory 
Dr. Faucett, who has been of technology and science at 
instrumental in establishing Iowa State University, will 
a CAD/CAM program at discuss "Joseph Priestley : 
UMR, holds a Ph.D. from Theology, Physics and 
Purdue University and has Metaphysics" in Room 0.5 
extensive experience as an . of the Humanities-Social 
engineering consultant. He Sciences Building, Priestley, 
currently is directing a grant who lived from 1733-1804, 
from the National Science discovered oxygen. 
Foundation on the In his lecture, Dr. 
"Development and Im- Schofield will argue that 
plementation of an In- science and theology were 
tegrated Computer-Aided inseparable in Priestley's 
DeSign, Analysis and mind during the time in 
Manufacturing System" in which he was doing his work 
the UMR School of in chemiStry. He also will 
Engineering. explore the metaphysics that 
Wednesday of Honors Priestley developed to 
Week (March 3) will feature reconcile these two different 
a program titled "Boiled strands of thought. 
Shoes and Low-Down Blues: Dr. Schofield holds a Ph.D. 
Filmmaker Les Blank" at from Harvard University, 
7:30 p.m. in Centennial Hall, has received two 
University Center-East. The Guggenbeim Fellowships, a 
program will feature a 
personal appearance by see Honor 
Blank, who will discuss his 
films and also show "A Well 
Spent Life," hi's tribute to page 5 
blues guitarist Mance 
of Missouri and this year 
some 700 scouts are expected 





A time management 
The workshop is conducted 
by Dr. Frances (Dee) 
Haemmerlie-Montgomery , 
clinical psychologist and 
UMR assistant professor of 
psychology. The fee is $10. 
The time management 
workshop will focus on 
methods for managing time 
most effectively. These will 
include how to construct a 
personal time inventory and 
time profile, bow to com-
plete a dally time analysis, 
techniques for reducing 
time-wasting habits such, as 
continued 
SUBMITTED BY campus tours and check in at one merit badge an<J., he 
The chapter has been 7:00 and the opening flag sh uld be ared tQ. Room 3'%1, Math-Computer 4 
honored numerous times BETA CHI SIGMA . ' : . 0 ' . prep U1Sure Science Building, 'University page 
previously. Among their The Missouri Alpha cere~on~ IS at 9:00. The Itsreqwrementsaremet. of Missouri-Rolla. 
workshop, the second of four 
workshops in personal ef-
fectiveness skills, will meet 
during the noon hour 
Fridays, Feb. 19 and 26, In 
activities durin 1980-8,L QQ~ of~~~ scouts will then be spread Scouts come from all parts ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
St. pats6c dd ' & Friday ,Feb. 26 $.75-Advance Bene!it a yshack Thr~~e 11:30 pm $1.00-Door 
MOVie 
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News Briefs cont. 
procrastination, attempong 
to do too much and inahility 
to say "no." A variety of 
time-saving techniques will 
be presented. 
To register or for further 





"The University as Seen 
by Rex Z. Williams: 
Alumnus, Faculty Member, 
Administrator, Curator and 
Rolla Businessman" will be 
the highlight of the 
University of Missouri-
Rolla's annual Founders 
Day program Saturday, 
March 6, in Centennial Hall, 
University Center-East. 
Williams will speak 
following a luncheon com-
memorating the 112th an-
niversary of the founding of 
UMR. 
UMR Chancellor Joseph 
M. Marchello and Daryl 
Seck, president, UMR 
Student Council, will also 
speak. Floyd Ferrell, 
chairman of the UMR 
Development Council 
Community Committee, will 
serve as master of 
ceremonies. The invocation 
will be given by the Rev. 
Gayle Lucian. 
The event, which is open to 
the public, will begin at 12: 15 
p.m. 
Luncheon tickets are $5. 
Reservations should be 
made by March -1 by calling 
the UMR Development 
Office, 341-4172. Tickets may 
be picked up at the 
Development Office or at the 





Seniors who plan to work 
for graduate or professional 
degrees and who are 
members of Phi Eta Sigma 
National Honor Society 
should get in touch with the 
faculty advisor Dr. Nancy 
Marlin in H-SS Room 112 
concerning Phi Eta Sigma 
scholarships. 
National Phi Eta Sigma 
Honor Society offers thirty 
or more $500 scholarships 
this year on tbe basis of tbe 
student's scholastic record, 
evidence of creative ability, 
evidence of financial need, 
promise of success in chosen 
field and character. Only 
members of Phi Eta Sigma 
are eligible for these gift 
scholarships. 
National deadline for 






The St. Pat's Board at the 
University of Missouri-Rolla 
is sponsoring a contest for 
tbe best "town beard" 
during St.Pat's week this 
year. 
Prizes are $30, $:!O and $10. 
Entries can be submitted at 
Dave's Barber Shop, 705 
Pine St. Judging will be at 







nesday, April 28, 
representatives from 
several junior colleges in 
Kansas City and St. Louis 
will be on campus. UMR 
students planning to live in 
either city this summer 'wIll 
be able to pre-register for 
summer courses. The 
Kansas City colleges that 
will be represented are . 
Longview, Maple Woods and 
Penn Valley. The St. Louls 
colleges include Florissant 
Valley, Forest Park and 
Meramec. The University of 
Missouri-St. Louis will be 
represented as well. 
Registration will be from 
8:30 a.m. until 4:30 p.m. in 
the Mark Twain Room at the 
University Center. Ap-
plication and enrollment 
forms for each college will 
be avallahle from its 
representative. David Allen, 
assistant director of ad-
missions and UMR transfer 
advisor, will also be there to 
answer any questions about . 
the transfer of credit. 
This is the third year UMR 
has participated in ·this 
program. It gives students a 
chance to pick up an extra 
course or to repeat a course 
if n~essary. Approximately 
300 students pre-registered 
last year, and it is expected 
that at least that many will 




DOUBLE STAMP DAY! 
Store Hrs : 
7a .m.·10p.m. 
Mon.·Sai. 







Auditions for tbe 
University of Missouri-Rolla 
University Choir's 
production of "King David" 
will be held at 2 p.m. 
Saturday, Feb. 27, in tbe 
library of Christ Church 
Episcopal instead of Room 
101 Old Cafeteria Building as 
previously announced. 
Auditions will be held for 
soprano, contralto and tenor 
vocal Solo roles and for two 
speaking parts, the Narrator 
(male) and tbe Witch of 
Endor (female). 
Percussionists and a 
French horn player are also 
needed for the ' April 26 
performance. 
Persons interested in 
auditions may check out the 
vocal/piano score and a 
sound recording under 
Music 40 Reserve at tbe 
UMR Library. Copies of the 
audition materials may be 
secured from the Music 
Office, 105 Harris Hall, 
during regular hours. 
For further . information 
contact Joel Kramme, choir 
conductor, at the Music 
Office, 341-4185. 
HAPPY 
HOUR Every Thurs. 
8:00 p.m. to 
Close 
Draught .25 
Mon. thru Fri. 
4:00 to 
6:00 p.m. 
Hwy. 63N . 
FREE 
Box of popcorn 
& small drink for all players! 
Limit 1 
Sunday, Feb. 28 from 2-6 p.m . 
CELLAR GAMES 
1107 Pine (Under Sunnywall) Rolla 
10 a.m.-11 p.m . 
Thursday. Feb. 25. 1982 
We bet you can't chug this one at the 
Extravaganza. March 18. 1982. 
Right now, you're probably in a 
career frenzy. Who wouldn't be 
with so many options. so many 
people giving you well· 
intentioned advice. Do you feel 
like you're running around in cir-
cles, with time gaining fast? Slow 
down, take a deep breath, and 
consider the options logically 
NL Industries is a very logical 
option. We're a diversified For-
tune 200 company with major 
divisions in oilfield equipment, 
petroleum services, chemicals, 
and metals. The work we do is 
absorbing and very important in 
tOOay's economy. We're involved 
in areas of rapid growth and 
development with unlimited 
opportunities for talented 
professionals. 
Now doesn't that include just 
about everything on your list? 
If you're graduating in: 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
we would like to visit with you in 
person when our representatives 
are on your campus 
Tuesday & Wednesday 
March 2-3 
The night before our interview, 
Mard1 1, we will be hosting a 
company presentation from 7-9 
PM in the Ubnory, Room #103. 
Please plan to attend! Refresh-
ments will be served. 
Register at your career place-
ment office. or send us your 
resume if our visit is inconvenient 
for you. We hope Ihat you decide 
on NL Industries. 
NL Industries. Inc. 
Suite 1500 
1900 West Loop South 
Houston, Texas 77027 
We Are A n Equal Opportunity Employer MI F 
NL Industries, Inc. 
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Honors Week schedule from page 3 
deliver the address at the --assoc-~i~a~ted~~-wi~th~-:li~Vtn-:--g--P-ub"!"':':li-ca~ti~O-DS-and--:":'two-:-books--:-. --::Missouri":"~-~Roo~-m-,"'U~ni!"'v-ers~ity-FUlbailiE F'eiloWSlllp ana 
the Pfizer 'Prize for the 
History of Science. He also 
bas been a member of the 
School of HIstorIcal studies 
at the Institute for Advanced 
studies. Honors Week Banquet. Dr. systems. . In addition, Phi Eta Sigma Center-East. 
On Thursday evening Dr. FrIberg's talk, which will A recipient of a Ph.D. from and Phi Kappa Phi bonor '!be talk will explore how 
Stig FrIberg, UMR CUrators' 
Professor of ChemIstry. will 
examine "Liquid Crystals: Stockholm University, Dr. societies also will hold the application of several of 
Order, A Matter of LIfe and Friberg bas served as initiation ceremonies on the concepts of the cultural 
Subscripts from Death," will be delivered director of the SwedIsh In- Thursday. Phi Eta Sigma historian to the history of immediately following stitute for Surface will hold Its ceremony at 5: 30 science apparently makes It page 2 dinner. The banquet will Chemistry and Is fu. p.m. in Miles Auditorium, possible to designate style begin at 6:30 p.m. in Ceo- temationally acclaImed for MecJlanical EngIneering perlodsforsclenceslm1larto 
winter caretaker at a fiction atlts best! tennial Hall, University his research in surface and Building, while Phi Kappa those used for the plastic 
desolate Colorado 'resort Concert - Watch for more Center-East. colloid chemistry. He Is Phi's will be at 6 p.m. in the arts, music and literature. 
hotel which becomes information on Preservation Dr. FrIberg's address will UMR's first CUrators' ' Missouri Room, University Once this Is done, Dr. 
Isolated by a ravaging Hall Jazz Band on Tuesday, explore the stnJcture of Professor and Is the Center-East. Schofield maintains, It 
winter snow storm. Joined , Marcb 9, at 8 p.rn. in Ceo- liquid crystals as they recipient of numerous other Honors week will conclude becomes clear that science 
by biB wife (Sbelley Duvall) tennlal Hall. exhibit mobility and order, honors. He also Is the author with a lecture by Dr. Is one of the most 
and young. cIairvoyant son two characteristics usuaIIy of over 2M scientific Schofield on "Artlstlcs iJnaI(inative of man's 
see Honors 
page 6 
(Danny Lloyd), they soon G d Sa 'lbemes and Literary ~:~~~ ra uate laries~~~~~:'~~ 
already mentally unstable ,.-----------~I!I!I!I~IIIII!I!I~ .. Nicholson becotneS By GREG RINKER SALA~Y OFFE R SURVEY· latlE IOTOItCRAFT ~\ ,1""#'1: nUE FOttlGH CAl 
possessed, beserk and O":-TE : !Jouory 26 1982 Experimental Rato rblodes (10' ,,,,~ " '" Machine Shop, Ports , Service, goes Di::GREE: KS long; 7" chord : 6061 T6 : flush ~i.l . and Remon. YW a ir cooled 
attempts to kill botbwtfe and The UMR PI8CeIDeDt n~t\l, IU.I'ORT _ Fall SellK!ste r _ 1981 rivets) . For gyrocopters and l~ engines lor Auto , Airboats , 
son. Only the hoy's clair- Office recently released Its SCHOOL OF MINES AND METALLURGY NO . IIIGH LOW AVI::AAGE helicopters. Rotor . hubs and /' ~ Aircraft and Gyrocopters . 
his 
"shining" f the salari Rotor heods for gyrocopters . "", ..~ . ... Ferrous Metals magnofluxed 
voyance, . survey 0 es ac- CERAMIC ENGINEE RI NG 5 2}OO 1000 lO'lH Rotorblode info. pkg . $3 .00. Of." ,- ..s (up fa 700 amps). 
enables mother and son to cepted by December . ~~g~~CAL ENGINEERING 3~ i~~ ~~~ i~~~ I_et Gimbel Head Plans $8 .00 ~('I.JI)"\'\~" HWy,~3~~) R~~~~~ 65.401 
understand and out graduates. GEOP II YSICS 4 2500 2225 "" 
maneuver the demons with The. survey shows the =i~~~U~~~i~E;~~~NEERING ~! ;;~~ ~~~~ ~:~~ 
the help of the old black cook average salary offered to NUCLEAR ENG INEERING '20'0 IOU' "" (Scatman Crothers). ' UMR graduates in science and POTROLEUM ENGINEERING 52 376' 2000 "" GRELLNER SALES 
AND SERVICE, INC. 
Student 1.0. required. engineering Is up about 12 ======:JTO~T~A~L============= 
Coffeehouse - Arne Brav percent when compared to 
will be playing on FrIday, salaries offered in 
March 5, at 8 p.m. in Ceo- December 1980. For social ~SC~HOOQ!&L::!l0r:F ]:EN~G~IN~E~ER~I~NG============== 
Distributor of Miller, tennial Hall. Arne Brav science and liberal arts 
brillgs together a rare , majors, salaries are up 
combination of technical about 8 percent since 
wizardry on the guitar and December 1980. However, 
an expressive voice for a according to Larry Nuss, 
performance of the highest director of UMR's 
caliber. HIs program Is one Placement OffIce, the totaI 
that touches aImost every number of job offers for 
AEROSPACE ENGINEERING 
CHEMICAL ENG I NEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 






























Miller Lite, Pabst Blue Rib-
bon, Andeker & 
Lowenbrau 
musical base: blues, rot-gut ' December 1981 graduates C~OiILL~E@GE[:2l0FCA~R~TS~AN~D:JS~CI!]E~NC~E============ If you are 
having a party, 
, contact our 
campus rep. 
country, ragtimes, In- fell about 20 percent from APPLIED MATH 
strumentaIs, jazz, lIgbt rock the previOUS year and may C.IEMISTRY 









Influences. Combine all tb1s results of the survey are -'-'~=~~='II~=7.~=GY===::]~:c====~i~=~~==:=~"='~=~~~=o== with a bearty lineup of shown to the rlgbt: _ TOTAL KEVIN IS OM 364·8535 bumorous songs and stories, 
and you have a definitive 
performance. 
r-___________ ._fi_GU_"_' _"_PO_'_" _d _'''_ ''_I._d_e,_p_"..,T IIIOnth.,...-_________ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~l 
Movie - 7JJe AlleIJ will be 
shown on SUnday, March 7, 
In Centennial Hall at 4:00 
p.m. and 6:30 p,m. UMR 
Student 1.0. required. Seven 
crew members aboard the 
commercial spacecraft 
Nostrome are awakened 
from hyper-sleep by the 
ship's computer to 'In-
vestigate what seems to be a 
distress signal emanating 
from a nearby planet. By the 
time they discover that the 
signal is actually a warning 
It Is too late: An Alien 
Creature, virtually in-
destructible and completely 
bost1le, bas attached itself to 
a member of the landing 
party and gained entry to the 
ship. One by one, the allen 
relentlessly staIks the 
members of ' the crew 
Ibrougbout the ship, and the 
crew's effort to destroy the 
creature seem doomed to 






up to 512 program steps 
maximum of 88 memOries 
Rolla's Coldest Beer • 
CABIO FX-702P 
,. AoAC Hl'P WRT 
F.:EA D\' . po: 16BO 
GJ0[!.:JGJ0I:!:Jm •••••• 
~000GJt$!Jm ••• Ii •• 
cD cf:J GJ c;J dJ Q:](~ III ..... . 
GJ ~ CD GJ [2]0 ~ III ..... . 
Casio'S new hand-held programmable 




FA·2 - adaptor for programs and data storage in cassette tape, 
FP·' 0 - mini'printer for print·out of programs and data, Beverage $' 129 95 
Ice-Gas-Snacks $199 95 IM~~~iJ~I~ES Campus Book Store • 
c. I 364-6762 205W.12thStreet Rolla Campus Book Store 
I 1 1808 N, 8ish0b., Phone 364-3710 1::J .. ~(A.cr.~_sf_ro_m_s_am __ '_S) ________________________________________________ 2_0_5_W __ ._1_2_t_h __ S_'tr_e_e_t __ R_o_,_Il_O __ p_h_o_n_e _ 3_6_4_-_3_7_1_0 ______ ~MM~~~~. 
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STUCO commitees from page 1 
and .civil rights of all 
students. (UG . 5 members; 
G-1member) 




mends policies regarding the 
administration of un-
dergraduate student awards 
and financial aids, including 
loans and scholarships, 
consistent witb the 
specifications of the 
respective donors and 
grantors. It shall be the duty 
of tbe committee to consider 
and rule on appeals tbat may 
be submitted by students 
regarding awards and 
financial aids. (UG - 2 




establishes procedures for 
individual student scholastic 
appeals. The Committee 
shall consider and rule on all 
individual cases of appeal 
relating to student scholastic 
performance, including but 
not limited to: graduation 
witb honors, probation and 
dropping from school, 
readmission after being 
dropped for scholastic 
reasons, and scholastic 
Museum from page 1 
held to discuss me options of 
such a move. Mrs. Key 
Jenks, Director of Univer-
sity Public Relations and 
Affirmative Action; Mrs. 
Berna Harvey, Program 
Coordinator for Student 
Activities; Mr. Ron Bohley, 
Director of tbe Library; Mr. 
Frank Mackamon, Director 
of Aiumni Development; Dr. 
Harry Eisenman, Ass. Prof. 
of History and Acting 
Chairman of Social Scien-
ces; Mike Avery, President 
of St. Pat's Board, and Keith 
Markway, Museum Com-
mittee Chairman, attended 
the meeting. Nothing 
definite was decided but a 
few probably yes's were 
voiced. 
Next Nov. 6, 1982 there will 
be a vote on the potential 
building of the new Mining 
Building. If it is to be built 
then the St. Pat's Board 
would donate all the items to 
the school and will have 
them displayed in the old 
Rolla Building. Even though 
the school will own the 
items, the Board will be in 
charge of the preservation 
and restoration of them. 
These plans are sometime in 
the future, about five years. 
Until the permanent 
museum is established, the 
items will be displayed in the 
Library or the Student 
Union: The Board has access 
to space in the Student 
Union, but for lack of display 
cases nothing is being 
shown. 
A tentative solution was 
proposed whereby the Board 
would purchase one display 
case and the University 
would match It with another. 
The Student Union display 
would be more accessible to 
alumni and might spark 
their interest in helping to 
further the cause of the 
museum. 
Another meeting in April 
is planned to discuss the 
short term placement of the 
museum in the Library or 
Student Union. 
Sicilian Topper Pizza 
What is Sicilian Topper pizza 
you ask? You might say it's 
"upside-down" pizza. You see, 
we put the toppings on the 
crust first, then cover them . 
with extra portions of our 
mozzarella cheese. No matter 
which topping you select, the 
Sicilian Topper is truly a 
unique taste in pizza. 
r--------------------, 
I Inn-troductory Offer I I All new I 
I Sicilian Topper Pizza! I 
: $2 0 FF $1 0 FF I 
I Giant Large I 
L Thru March 7, 1982 I --------------------~ 
deficiencies and evaluation 
of credit. (uG - 2 members ; 
G-1member) 
Security and Traffic 
Safety Committee 
The committee makes 
recommendations to the 
Academic CouncU on policy 
pertaining to security and 
traffic safety. It oversees 
application of rules and 
regulations concerning 
campus security and traffic 




This committee rules on 
questions of interpretation of 
the University of Missouri 
Rules of Procedure in 
Student Disciplinary Mat-
ters. It may also make 
recommendations on 
policies to tbe Board of 
Curators through the 




and Faculty Awards 
This committee oversees 
the operation of tbe best 
teacher awards run each 
year on campus. It also 
conducts seminars for the 
benefit of teachers and of 
improving instruction, and 
recommends methods to 
improve teaching ef-
fectiveness. 
Campus Equal Employment 
Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Advisory Com. 
This committee is 
responsible for establishing 
plans and guidelines, 
identifying problem areas 
and recommending 
solutions, identifying and 
studying areas of complaints 
by individuals and recom-
mending solutions, reporting 
tbe success on increasing the 
number of students and 
employees- from protected 
groups, studying all on-
campus procedures dealing 
with Equal Employment 
Opportunity and Affirmative 
Action and advising not only 
the affirmative action of-
ficers but the heads of units 
about procedures and 




National Merit Day, 
Commencement, and 
Science and EngIneertng 
Fair Committees 
All these committees are 
in charge of organizing the 
events implied by tbeir 
names. 
Calendar Committee 
Is responsible for 
developing the academic 
calendar. 
PErRO ~ LEWIS 





from page 5 
creative activities. 
Honors Week at UMR Is 
being sponsored by the 
Campus Honors Committee. 
In addition to Dr. Fort, the 
committee's members are: 
Dr. Ronald Fannin, assistant 
dean of the UMR School of 
Engineering; Dr. Wayne C. 
Cogell, associate dean of the 
UMR College of Arts .and 
Sciences; and Dr. G. Edwin 
Lorey, dean of UMR Con-
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u.s. needs military, not political deterrence 
ByHAROLDW. ROOD 
r c) Public Research, 
Syndicated,l982 
The enormous destructive 
power of nuclear weapons 
has increased the tendency 
of the West to rely on 
political rather than mili~ 
deterrence. The Umted 
S~tes and NATO have come 
to believe that the very 
existence of nuclear 
weapons will, if they are 
properly located, make 
certain courses of llction 
impossible for the Soviets, 
just as the deployment of the 
Fleet to Pearl Harbor prior 
to WW II was believed to 
inhibit the Japanese. 
Because of this preoc-
cupation with political 
deterrence the current 
debate over theater nuclear 
modernization in Europe, 
prompted by the Soviet 
deployment of fiOO in-
termediate range ballistic 
missiles, including some 250 
modern 88-20 missiles in the 
last five years, has had 
virtually no connection with 
reality. 
One side argues that 
NATO's plan to deploy 572 
U,.S.-made Pershing II and 
ground-launched cruise 
missiles to match the Soviet 
deployment will not increase 
the security of the West. 
Nuclear war, some on this 
Letters to the Editor 
Is it a conspiracy ? 
Dear Editor, 
Throughout history, there 
have been Innumerable 
conspiracy theories to ex-
plain historical events. 
There was the conspiracy 
theory proposed after Lin-
coln's assassination. There 
was the conspiracy theory to 
explain the sinking of the 
battleship, "Maine", in 
Havana harbor in 1898. 
There was the cOnspiracy 
theory that one or two 
persons caused the death of 
President Harding by 
poisoning. There was the 
conspiracy theory about who 
was responsible for the 
Commurusts conquering 
mainland China. Then there 
was the conspiracy theory 
about why Castro beat 
Battis~. Most recently was 
the conspiracy theory about 
who assassinated President 
Kennedy. 
I should like to propose my 








We feature the 
CHIEF.~ ___ _ 
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Hwy. 63 N. R'ollo, MO 
The U.S. government is 
wiping out student loans and 
grants so that intelligent 
students from low income 
families can not attend 
college. With the high 
unemployment rate for 
young people and the 
reduction in the social 
programs, the omy op-
portunity for these young 
people is the u.s. Army. This 
makes sense since the Army 
is having problems with 
enlisting people with in-
tellie:ence and capabilities. A 
similar situation existed 
during the depression when 
the Army was able to effiist 
many poorly educated, 
unemployed, intelligent 
young men. The Army op-
posed the imtial G.!. Bill 
because it made the 
recruiting of intelligent 
enlisted men impossible. 
How do you iike my con-
spiracy theory? 
H.P. Leighly, Jr. 
Professor 
IIWE-REALL Y -CARE" 
RALLY 
NOWTHRUMAY 1982 
FRONT END ALIGNMENT 
SPECIAL 
Is Your Toyota Steering Properly? 
Are Tires Wearing Evenly? 
ALIGNMENT INCLUDES: 
Check tire 'inflation Check wheel bearings 
Check steering components 
Adjust to factory speCifications 
ALL ONLY 
$13.88 




Hwy, 63 & 72 
Rolla. MO 
, 341·2005 
side argue, is impossible, 
and therefore the new 
weapons are superfluous. 
Others on this side argue 
that these new weapons will 
omy make nuclear war more 
likely. The other side con-
tends that the new 
deployment is needed to 
signal NATO's continued 
resolve to resist the U.S.S.R. 
Neither position, however, 
fully considers what mili~ 
application these new 
weapons might have. That 
is, can they, in combination 
with other Western forces 
and arms, defeat the Soviet 
Umon in war? If they can, 
then they may have some 
deterrent value. If they 
render the possibility of 
, Soviet victory slgruficantly 
less likely than otherwise, 
then, too, they may have 
some deterrent value. 
But if they are intended as 
a political signal to the 
Soviet Umon, then they are 
probably useless. 
In the past few months, 









controversy over whether or 
not NATO would detonate a 
nuclear device over the 
Baltic as a warrung in the 
event of a Soviet at~ck. This 
explosion would 
presumably, remind the 
Soviets of the existence of 
NATO's nuclear force, 
perhaps deterring a further 
Soviet advance before full-
scale theater or strategic 
nuclear war began. Again, 
this option might relieve 
some pressure on certain 
Western European leaders, 
but it has no connection with 
reality. The Soviets are well 
aware of the existence of the 
West's nuclear weapons. If 
NATO wished to deter the 
Soviets as such a point, and 
if it believed that the 
Alliance's resolve must be 
shown, then it should target 
the leading elements of the 
Soviet invasion force, or 
some other mili~y im-
portant targets. 
This not to say that the 
U.S.S.R. does not take into 
account the presence of 
HP-llC 
nuclear weapons in the 
arsenalsoftheUmtedS~tes 
and NATO, even if the West 
is uncertain as to their 
mili~ application. Soviet 
Frontal Aviation, for in-
stance, has as one of its 
principal missions the 
destruction of "the enemy's 
nuclear resources." One of 
the tasks that Soviet ~ctical 
writings assigns to rein-
forced tank battaIions, 
following a breakthrough 
operation, is the destruction 
of "enemy nuclear delivery 
means." 
Deterrence is a laudable 
goal but, like peace, it can 
never be achieved directly. 
When the Umted S~tes 
enjoyed a nuclear monopoly 
or later nuclear 
superiority over the Soviet 
Umon - the mili~ ob-
jective was to be able to 
defeat the U.S.S.R. , limit 
See Deterrence, 
page 14 
Sliml ine Scientific Proqrammable 
Ol D-digit LCD 
0203 program lines 
021 storage registers/ 
Continuous Memory 
oA broad range of 
scientific a nd 
statistical functions 
makes the HP-llC an 
immediate problem-
so l ving l ab instru-
ment or engineering 
too l 
I-f - . " .... , 
, n P1A VWH'l r' H'l r"l n ' 
• P1 F1 n n A f''lr.iW 1 i"l r-i I 
n nAn r:1 [ : ] r ' HH~,'l n , 
, G~~nf 1 PH H"lr'l 
, - " '. '. " ....... ) 
oEditing fea tures a nd the convenient user mode saves 
time and k eys trokes at the touch of a key 
HP-12C $121 
Slim line Financial Proqrammable 
olO-digit LCD 
0 99 program lines 
020 storage r egisters/ 
Continuous Memory 
cSolves your tough 
business calculations 
wi th an exten sive se t 
o f fina nci a l a nd 
stat i s tical functions 
oBond Analysi s -
Depreciation -
Inves tment Compar ison s at the touch of a key 
$135 
Campus Book Store 
205 W. 12th Street Rolla 
Phone 364-3710 
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Exciting Adventures and Studies 
Underwater diving ad-




Vacationers abroad today 
have probably a greater. 
range of exciting adventures 
available to them than ever 
before. There's no longer 
any need to leave at home a 
special interest or a hobby. 
Many overseas educational 
institutions and study cen-
ters are actively and eagerly 
seeking to boost enrollments 
from the United States and 
have packaged excellent 
programs in order to attract 
these visitors. 
Usually, the Yankee 
guests will be studying 
alongside their overseas 
compatriots, resulting in a 
vacation low in cost and high 
in enrichment. The courses, 
which range from two days 
througt) an entire semester, 
are subsequently perfect for 
the time conscious traveler. 
Highlights of a specialty can 
be simply sampled or the 
student can really dig deeply 
into a subject. The optiOns 
are as varied as a smor-
gasbord luncheon menu. 
Missouri winters, hammocks or winter coats? 
Latin America, Great 
Britain and Ireland are three 
of the new hot spots with 
specialty study vacations 
that combine the best of 
holiday trips. Institutions 
offering programs range 
from major universities to 
small field centers in the 
backcountry. Some of the 
courses are held in classical 
manors, others in a tutor's 
home and still others in a 
typical classl'Oj)m setting. 
One of the more unique 
facilities offering a 
fascinating an:ay of courses 
is the Fort Bovisand Un-
G,oundwaves 
I had originally planned to 
interview my own sub-
conscious for this week's 
column, but when it came 
time to sit down and discuss 
life, liberty, and the pursult 
of rock and roll, my own 
subconscious decided to 
clam up on me. I have since 
come to the {''Oncluslon that a 
person has to be pretty hip to 
carry on a coherent con-
versation with his own 
complex conjugate, .or else 
have access to a lot of good 
acid. Thus I have assembled 
this short test to help you, 
the casual student and 
KMNR listener, determine 
your own "Illp Index." So 
the next time somebody asks 
you the all-important 
question "Are you hip?" 
you'll at least have an honest 
answer. 
(Certain' questions mid 
possible answers may have 
to be adjusted depending 
upon the gender of the test 
subject.) 
1) Which feature of 
Deborab Harry's anatomy 
do you admire the most? 
a) Those lips 
b) Those cheekbones 
c) Those buns 
2) Which of the following 
rock celebrities would you 
most like to invite to your 
parent's house for dinner? 
a) Pat Benetar 
b) Joey Ramone 
c) Ozzy Osbourne 
3) If intelligent life does 
exist elsewhere in this 
galaxy, it will most likely 
resemble: 
a) The Board Rep 
b) The KMNR Trainee 
c) The Fraternity Member 
4) Which of the following 
drugs is not classified as a 




b) Sodium Amobarbitor 
c) Chlorotbiazlde 
5) When in Miami Beach 
for Spring Break, which 
radio station do you tune to 
for "hip" music? 
a)WEDR99.1FM 
b) WINZ 94.9 FM 
c)WMCU89.7FM 
6) Where is KMNR's an-
tenna? 
a) Atop the UMR library 
b) The northeast corner of 
derwater Center in 
Plymouth, England. It's the 
country's largest diving 
school, with commercial, 
industrial and scientific 
courses, as well as in-
struction for general diving 
and diving cruises in the 
channel, Atlantic and North 
Seas. 
Registrants at the Dale 
Fort center, another con-
verted naval fortress, study 
the marine life, birds and 
ecology of the islands off the 
Pembrokeshire National 
Park. PartiCipants in 
programs at Preston 
Harris Hall 
c) Illgh atop the Rolla 
Building's brand new $14,553 
aluminum bird-feeder 
7) What would you like to 
be reincarnated as in 100 
years: 
a) An interstellar preppie 
b) A geology grad student 
c) A Playtex Living Bra 
8) Which TV program is 
alone worth the price of a 
video tape recorder? 
a) Hill Street Blues 
b) Benny Hill 





Montford in Shrewsbury can 
wander through the un· 
spoiled hills of the Welsh 
border on natlJre tours. 
Those at Juniper Hall Field 
Center are close to London, 
thereby experiencing the 
semi-urban environment the 
facility's locale offers. 
The Association of British 
Craftsmen is now offering a 
fine learning experience for 
guests wishing to spend an 
intensive week or more with 
several of Great Britain's 
top craft experts. Guests will 
live and work side by side 
with professionals noted for 
their skill, qualifications and 
teaching ability. A student 
might live in a thatehed 
cottage, a Georgian man· 
sion, a converted farmhouse, 
a modern bungalow. 
Painting, photography, 
calligraphy, pottery, 
sculpturing and numerous 
other arts and craft 
possibilities are available. 
Each day at the Irish 
School of Landscape 
Painting in elifden, County 
Galway, begins with a 
teacher demonstrating oils 
or another medium which 
can be used as a guide or 
inspiration for the class. 
Students can also find ex-
cellent painting subjects in 
the Galway countrySide 
made famous by Yeats and 
Augustus Johns. For leisure 
time, nearby pubs are 
convivial and welcoming 
and there is a nearby IS-hole 
golf course. 
Sherpa Expeditions offers 
mountain trekking 
programs in Greece, 
France, Switzerland, Spain 
and Peru. The easy trips 
involve mountain walking; 
the more difficult ones 
feature mountain climbing 
and rope techniques. They 
all offer spectacular scenery 
and a chance to get off the 
beaten track. 
Europe is fertile ground 
for learning foreign 
languages. There are 
language institutes in vir-
tually all European coun-






By TOM BENNEY 
On behalf of the St. Pat's 
Board I would like to cor-
dially invite all UMR 
students to the coronation 
and coronation dance which 
will be held March 19, 1982. 
The coronation is an 
amazing event with the most 
colorful and detailed 
decorations displayed in 
Rolla. The crowning of the 
queen and knighting of 
student knights will be at 
9:00 p.m. Following the 
coronation will be a dance at 
St. Pat's gym. The dance 
will be from lO:OO p.m. until 
2:00 a.m. The dance will 
feature an excellent band, 
Sommerville Scorfina. This 
band features former 
members of Head East, 
R.E.O. Speedwagon, and 
Pavlov's Dog. They feature 
a wide range of enjoyable 
music, from the mellow 
classics of Patsy Kline to the 
heavy metal hits · of 
Aerosmith. The dress is 
semi-formal, but please no 
jeans. A college lD is 
required and preferably 
bring a date. There is no cost 
and set-ups will be available. 
So come out and have an 
excellent time on Friday, 
March 19. 
The countdown is on, 21 
daze left till the quar-
terbarrel Chug, Cudgel 
Carry, and Clydesdales. 
First, imagine an im-
mense, virtually in-
destructable 6 ft. in 
diameter, inflatable canvas 
ball. This is the Strohball. 
Second, Imagine two 0p-
posing teams consisting of 12 
players assembled on the 
games field at the Ex-
travaganza. The whistle 
blows and the on-rushing 
opponents rush toward the 
Strohball and through 
pushing, shoving, kicking 
and passing of this giant 
ball, attempt to get it 
through the opponent's goal. 
ThIrd, imagine an ex-
pense-paid float trip for the 
winning 12-man team, 
sponsored by Mike 
McKelvey of Wilderness 
Ridge Resort in Duke, Mo. 
To enter a team contact: 
James "Cleasy" Moore II 
KAPPA SIGMA 
364-2314 
This event is being 
sponsored by Stroh's 
Brewery and Fred Voss, 
Enterprises with 
cooperation from the St. 
Pat's Board. 
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UMR Presents its First 
Ridiculous Beach Party 
By ANNE'ITE COMFORT 
Wintertime blues. I got the 
wintertime blues. Nothln' to 
do. I got the wintertime 
blues. I'm so tired of winter. 
Wish I was in someplace 
like, say, Hawaii. Sun-
bathing down on the beach, 
watching the surfers. Wow! 
Has that one ever got a good 
bod' Oops, he just wiped out. 
Sun's going down now. Time 
for the luau. If only it wasn't 
a dream. 
What's this? A poster 
about a beach party! Here? 
In Rolla? DurIng winter? 
"1982 Winter Blues 
Ridiculous Beach Party. 
Guaranteed to CURE THE 
BLUES'" Oh, wow. Let's see 
- it's on all day Thursday, 
March 4, from 7:00 a.m. until 
2:00 a.m. March 5. That's all 
day, all night, and then 
some. This ridiculous beach 
party Is for the entire 
campus - that means YOU 
- whether you're a student, 
staff or faculty member. 
A beach party just 
wouldn't be a beach party 
without a beach. So, 21 tons 
of the sand will cover St. 
Pat's Ballroom floor. There 
will be sunlamps for all you 
sunbathers and a small 
Swimming pool to cool off In. 
There'll even be some 
shovels and palls for all you 
big "little kids" who stUllike 
to bulld sandcastles. But just 
In case you don't like to build 
sandcastles, there will be 
Bingo and various card 
games. 
A party this ridiculous just 
can't be contained In one 
room. The Dell will be 
showing old movies with 
stars such as Charlie 
Chaplin all day. The Deli will 
also have ridiculous 
bargains such as l(}.cent Ice 
cream, popcorn and cokes. 
You'll be able to get l(}.cent 
hotdogs In the lobby just 
outside St. .Pat's Ballroom. 
The Gallery over In the 
University Center-East will 
be having a special on their 
steak sandwiches, along 
with 5-cent coffee. Even thp 
game room will be getting 
Into the act with l(}.cent 
pinball games. 
This campus-wide party Is 
sponsored by the Depart-
ment of Auxiliary Services 
with assistance from various 
students' groups. 
Professional Food 
Management is supplying 
the decorations for the 
University Centers. They're 
also providing some of the 
ridiculous prizes that will be 
given away. WhIle PFM is 
not a part of the campus 
organl.zation, they're doing 
this to help break the 
monotony of winter. 
Speaking of food, both Rayl 
and TJ's c~terla will be 
featuring a special tropical 
menu. 
After dinner, the fun really 
starts. First, at 6:30 p.m., is 
the Blkinl/Muscle Man 
contest at the beach. Next Is 
the suntan contest. With the 
good weather we've been 
having iately, there should 
be some really good tans. 
Then, to get you hoppln' and 
boppin', KMNR will be 
playing favorites from the 
'50s and '60s for the Sock Hop 
at 8:00 p.m. After everyone 
has had a chance to get 
warmed up, there'll be 
several dance contests. And 
since this is a ridiculous 
beach party, there will 
naturally be ridiculous 
prizes awarded. Details on 
all the various contests can 
be picked up at the reser-
vationist desk In the 
University Center-West. 
As this Is the first time 
having a party like this, all 
organizations are looking 
forward to a large turnout. If 
there is enough Interest 
shown, this could become an 
annual event. After all, the 
golf course has to order 
more sand every year for the 
sand traps. 
So don't forget - Thunr 
day, March 4, Is the day for 
this campus-wide ridiculous 
beach party. What with all 
the things going on, it should 
be a lot of fun. Be there! 
A Summer with British Culture 
SELINSGROVE (Pa.) -
Susquehanna University's 
summer study program In 
Oxford, England, will be 
offered annually beginning 
this year and will Include a 
new emphasis on study of 
business. 
The program has been 
sponsored by Susquehanna 
on a biennial basis since 1966 
under the direction of Dr. 
Robert L. Bradford, 
professor of political 
science, The decision to 
operate on an annual basis 
was Influenced by a record-
high enrollment of 52 
students during the summer 
of 1981, according to Dr. 
Bradford. 
Designed "to provide the 
opportunity for focused In-
depth study and firsthand 
exposure to varied aspects of 
British culture," the six-
week session at Oxford 
University has traditionally 
offered courses In the 
humanities and the social 
sciences. 
Beginning this summer, 
If you're taking 
tough courses, you'll 
need all the help 
you can get. 
HP·41C 
HI\41CV 
Special on Quad Modules · 179 '1 
HEWLETT-PACKARD 
A STANDARD FOR PROFESSIONALS 
$225.00 $292.50 
Campus Book Store 
205 w. 12th Street Rolla 
Phone 364-3710 
through a new association 
with the Oxford Center for 
Management Studies, 
Susquehanna at Oxford will 
feature a business and 
economics component, with 
emphasis on study of British 
marketing and management 
techniques. 
The courses typically 
combine lectures by noted 
British scholars with 
seminars conducted by 
members of the 
Susquehanna faculty. 
Students normally take two 
courses for which they 
receive full college credit. 
In addition to classroom 
work, the program Includes 
numerous excursions and 
tours of an educational 
nature as well as plenty of 
opportunities for individual 
travel and sightseeing In 
London and throughout 
England and other parts of 
Great Britain. 
Oxford' has a unlque at-
mosphere In which a qulet, 
charming, medieval 
university exists side-by-
side with a bustling, modern 
city of over 100,000 people. It 
is called "The City of a 
Thousand Spires" because of 
the many towers, domes, 
s~ples, and ornamental 
pinnacles of the 39 colleges 
which comprise the un-
viersity. 
Following the Oxford 
term, Susquehanna offers 
two optional three-week 
tours on the European 
continent. These trips are 
also open to Interested 
persons who do not wish to 
enroll In the academic ' 
program. 
A distinguishing feature of 
Susquehanna at Oxford has 
been the variety of .the 
participants. The 1981 group 
Included 21 S. U. students and 
23 undergraduates from' 
oth~r colleges, ranging from 




The Diehl Montgolllery 
Student Finance Plan 
(The Originator of the Student Finance 
Plan In this Area) 
This plan allows the students, upon approved credits and 
job, to buy a new car with nothing down and payments of 
$25.00 per month until you are on the job. This plan is not 
new. Diehl Montgomery has sold over 1000 new cars and 
trucks to graduating students this way. See us for the 
details. Also, you can use your own insurance or ours. 
This allows 'the graduating students to have a new car 
before he graduates when he really needs it. 
"This is a special discount program for students. We will 
be glad to quote you a price on any Ford Lincoln Mercury 
product." 
The No.1 dealer, 32 years in the car business. Featuring 
the student plan. We also have rental units including a 15 
passenger bus. Good for all occasions plus the entire line 
of Ford and Lincoln Mercury products. 
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Page 11 Students fly to Spain for summer Each year for 5 weeks of 
the swnmer, a program is 
offered to students in the 
U.S. and Canada to travel 
and study in Spain. Last 
swnmer, 90 students from 25 
states departed from Ken-
nedy Airport in New York 
and flew to Madrid. 
The group was then bused 
to the campus of the Ciudad 
Universltaria of Madrid 
where they lived and at-
tended classes. The living 
quarters consisted of one 
room per student. Each 
class met five days a week, 
and courses ranged from 
Elementary Spanish to 
Literature and CUlture. 
Students toured La Mancha 
for two days, visiting all the 
interesting places related to 
Cervantes and Don Quixote. 
Sixty students made a four-
day tour to Santiago de 
Compostela. 
Once or twice a week a 
group was scheduled to visit 
such historical places as 
Valle de los Caldos, El 
Escorial, Segovia, Avila, 
Toledo, Museo del Prado, 
Palacio Real, etc. 
Students found that they 
had also more than enough 
time to do, see, and learn 
whatever they chose. 
As part of the program, a 
trip was taken to Southern 
Spain, visiting such famous 
cities as Cordoba, Seville, 
Granada, Malaga, and two 
days were spent in the 
beautiful Torremolinos 
Beach. 
Plans are already in 
progress for the 18th Sum-
mer School Program in Groundwaves from page 9 
9) . You're home for the 
weekend. The hot water 
heater explodes and the 
.house in engulfed in flames. 
Which member of the 
household do you carry to 
safety first? 
a) Your mother 
b) Your sister, home from 
Stephen's Coliege 
c) Your sister's room-
mate, also home from 
Stephen's college. 
10) You have homework 
due tomorrow in 3 classes. 
Your roommate wants to go 
out and get plowed at 10 p.m. 
which class gets Its assigned 
homework blown off? 
a) Philosophy 5 
b) Organic II 
c) Heat Transfer 
11j You spy a gorgeous 
blonde walking toward you 
on the sidewalk. How do you 
. go about striking up a con-
versation? 
a) Fake an epileptic 
seizure 
b) Ask her if she's married 
c) Ask her if she'd like .to 
see your vasectomy scar . 
12) How do you react to 
giassy-eyed religious 
fanatics bent on either 
converting you or extracting 
a donation? 
a) POlitely ignore them. 
b) Politely set them afire 
c) Drag them to Schuman 
Pond, and demand that they 
cleanse themselv.es in these 
holy water, and then you'll 
listen to them. 
13) Your parents want to 
know why you need an extra 
$100 this month. What utterly 
convincing lie do you 
fabricate? 
a) Some low-life stole your 
laundry out of the dryer and 
,you have to buy all new 
Socks and underwear 
b) You ran up that much of 
a phone bill calling them up 
for money last month 
c) You need bus fare to 
Chicago, home of the best 
VD clinic in the country 
14) What was your favorite 
scene from "Dawn of the 
Dead"? 
a) The machete scene 
b) The helicopter scene 
c) The shotgun scene 
15) If you were an elec-
tron, would you rather be: 
a) non-bonding 
b) in an sp3 hybridized 
orbital 





4) a-2 b-O c-5 
5) a-2b-5c-{l 
6) a-2b-5c-{l 
7) a-2 b-O c-5 
8) a-{lb-2c-5 
9) a-{lb-2c-5 
10) a-5 b-2 c-{l 
11) a-2 b-O c-5 
12) a-{l b-2 c-5 
13) a-2 b-O c-5 
14) a-5 b-2 c-{l 
15) a-{l b-2 c-5 
7~ 75 Extremely Hip 
55-69 Hip 
~54 Hip Enough for Rolla 
25-39 Danger Zone 
1~24 Un-Hip Person 
~ 9 Mongoloid 
Want to raise your score? 
Just spend more time 
listening to KMNR. Frankly, 
if you scored below 25, it 
may take several weeks of 
24-hour exposure to bring 
you up into even the Danger 
Zone, and even then we can't 
guarantee success. If you're 
one of those poor un-
fortunates who scored below 
10, find a friend with a 
handgun, and ask him to use 
it on you. You're beyond 
even our ability to help you. 
UP AND COMING ON 
KMNR: 
TONITE: "The New Wave 
Show" - 6:00 p.m.; "Jack 
Flanders" - 8:30 p.m.; 
"Improvisations" - 10:00 
p.m. 
FRIDAY: New rock from 





SUNDAY: Dr. D. and 
"Blues for Rolla" at 8:00 
p.m., followed at midnight 
by The Mind's Eye. This 
week: "An American 
Tragedy." 
MONDAY: Zabc presents 
three hours of The Alan 
Parsons Project on The 
Artist Feature - 6:00 p.m.; 
Procol Harum's "Whiter 
Shade of Pale" on "The Rice 
Krispies Special" - 11 :00 
p.m. 
TUESDAY: "Feedback" 
with Gary Gadeken - 6: 15 
p.m: Topic to be announced. 






"Straphangin" by the 
Brecker Brothers on 
"Potpourri," sometime in 
the late morning. 
KMNR - more kinds of 
musiC, more often. If you'd 
never heard It before, you 
probably heard it here. 










The Los Angeles Department of Water and Power, the largest 
municipal utility in the nation, has challenging career opportunities for ELECTRICAL, MECHANICAL, CIVIL and SANITARY engineering graduates. 
' Help us to design and construct the 3,000 megawatt , coal·fueled Intermo'untain Power Project in Utah or its ± 500 kilovolt, direct·current transmission system. 
Or maybe you prefer wqrking with alternative energy resources , 
monitoring air and water quality or helping to mitigate community impacts. 
The Los Angeles Department of Water and Power offers very 
competitive salaries and benefits with the opportunity for three·day 
weekends. 
We invite you to join us and become part of an engineering team 
working on the forefront of energy tec hnology. Our engineers will be interviewing selected engineering majors on your campus soon.. . Contact your Career Planning and Placement Office fO.r an appoint · 
ment now or write to : 
~ ... r Los Angeles Department of Water and Power 
v v P.O. Box. 111 - Room 503 [5] Engineering Recruitment Officer l? Los Angeles , CA 90051 
An AA/EEO Employer 
Spain in 1982. Students may 
earn nine quarter college 
credits. 
All persons interested 
should write to Dr. Doreste, 
Augustana College, Rock 
Island, IL 61201 as soon as 
possible. Space is very 
limited. 









Solid State Software™ 
libraries and new 
Constant MemoryTM 
feature. 
The TI Programmable 
58C has computer-like 
power-over 170 func-
tions and operations 
and programming 
capability up to 480 
steps or up to 60 data 
memories. Personal 
Programming . a 256-
page guidebook, has 
step-by-step examples 
that can help you start 
programming right 
away. Ready-to-use 
programs in 12 fields 
are available in optional 
Solid State Software 
libraries with revolu-
tionary plug-in memory 
modules. The Master 
Library with 25 pro-
grams is included. 
Constant Memory fea-
ture retains program 
and memory contents 
even when the calcu-
lator is turned off .. 
Campus 
Book Store. 
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Scooter P.I. 
The Maltese Owl Quality Cleaners Expert Cleaning Reasonably Priced 108 W. 7th Street Rolla. MO 65401 
SOURCE: SPI AND RB "Yeah. It is kinda." by a tall. dark-haired 
She winked at him. At 
least Scooter thought she 
winked at him. Scooter 
eased out of his chair. caught 
himself before he fell as he 
realized he had finished his 
third pitcher. He steadled 
himself on the chair and 
made his way past the D.J. 
booth. 
For added effect as he 
passed the booth he slurred. 
" Play It agaiI) Sam." 
Disco J im looked up and 
snarled. "It's Jim!" as he 
pushed the needle across the 
record. with an ear shat-
tering 75 watt shreik. to the 
beginning of the song. 
Scooter sauntered to the 
end of the bar. 
"A Busch." Scooter 
demanded. adding. "On the 
rocks." through clenched 
teeth. 
Served. Scooter took a 
long draught of his beer 
(for confidence). moved 
closer and Introduced 
himself. 
" ill! I'm Scooter." 
pausing before he added. 
"p.I.n 
She brushed her long blond 
halr over her shoulder. fixed 
him with a gaze. before she 
sald. " Huh. you talking to 
me?" 
" Vhhh. yeah. hi! I'm 
Scooter ... P.l.... Scooter 
began again. 
"Yeah. and what does P.l . 
stand for? " 
"Poultry Inspector! " the 
smashed drunk next to him 
guffawed. falling off his bar 
stool In a fit of laughter. 
"Private investigator. 
actually." Scooter sald. 
" Oooh. that sounds 
dangerous." she sald leading 
him on. 
Scooter said. taking the balt. stranger. 
" I guess my most dangerous "Probably showing a 
case was the Maltese Owl. nephew the business." 
Perhaps you've heard of It? " Scooter surmised using his 
" No. but I get the feeling nimble deductive reasoning. 
that I'm going to." she in- "Here's the key. Go ·head. 
terjected. look it over. if you like It. Its 
" It all started in the fall of yours. We'll dlscuss the 
'78." Scooter continued. price later." his landlord 
" Hey! How come said. walking off. 
everything's getting hazy? "Hi! How ya doin'?" 
Am I that drunk?" Scooter said. startling the 
" No. no. It·s a flashback. stranger as he entered the 
Relax! " he said. continuing room. 
to unfold the story. .. . "Who are you?" the 
Scooter admired the name 
on the door : Scooter P.I. . as 
he tried the key. "Damn 
landlord! He changed the 
lock again." Scooter thought 
to himself. " Well. I need 
practice with the lock piCks 
anyway. " . 






for ilie pICkS he suddenly 
detected the landlord's voice 
In the viCinity. and worked 
feverishly at the door. 
" Don·t look for the landlord. 
work the lock. " Scooter 
thought as the door popped 
open and he slipped In. 
shutting it behind him. He 
walked to the window and 
peered through a crack in 
the curiains. 
His landlord walked up to 
the front door accompanied 
stranger queried. 
"Scooter P.l. Dldn·t you 
read the sign?" 
" Well. I'm Doc. And 
what's the P.l. stand for?" 
"Private Investigator." 
"Oh yeah. the landlord 
mentioned something about 
a deadbeat who thought he 
was a private eye who lived 
here." 
"A deadbeat! Who 
THOUGHT he was a P.l.!! 
Who THOUGHT!!! I'm a 
world class private 'In-
vestigator. I'll lay you odds 
that phone rings any 
moment with a case for me. " 
The phone rang (to 
Scooter's surprise) . 
Scooter picked up the 
receiver. "Scooter P.l. Talk 
to me." he said casually. 
concealing his amazement. 
"Scooter P.I .• Great!! .. 
came the voice over the 
phone. " I need your help. 
Can you take a case?" 
Scooter cleared his throat. 
totally dumbfounded now. 
"Oh. another case. I guess so 
if it interesis me. Lucky for 
you I just finished one." 
Scooter said. forgetting to 
mention it had been two 
months ago: 
"Excellent! I think you'll 
find it of interest. It·s 
Exciting Careers For 
BS/MS Engineering Graduates ... 
PURITAN-BENNETT, progressive leader of deSign , 
manufacture and marketing of state-of-the-art medical 
, respiratory and pulmonary equipme nt , is interested in 
you . 
We are medium sized with steady growth patterns and 
net sales of $113+ million . Positions are available in Los 
Angeles and Kansas City for prospective graduates in : 
elECTRONIC. MECHANICAL AND INDUSTRIAL ' 
DESIGN ENGINEERING. 
On Campus Interviews 
Monday, March 8 
Sign up n o w f o r an Inl e rv lew wllh u s See Ih e 
PURITAN· BENNETT 'li e In your Co llege Plan ning & 
Placemen l Center If Interview not conven ient . send 
resume to Personnel M anager/ College Rec rUil lng 
-=-1 PURITAN - BENNE'IT 
--=t) CORPORATION 
General Offices 
Oak at Thirteenth Stree ts 
Kansas City. Mo. 
64106 
Equal Opportunity / Aff irm ative Ac ti on Employer 
somewhat of a kidnapping 
case." 
SARCENT & LUNDY ENCINEERS 
will be recruiting on campus 
MARCH 12th 
"OK. tell me about It ... 
"Well. It·s an owl." said 
the voice. and he went on to 
explain that a valuable art 
piece. the Maltese Owl. had 
been stolen from his man-
sion and that he'd offered a 
one hundred thousand dollar 
reward for it. Then the thief 
called and offered to return 
the owl for the reward 
because he couldn·t get as 
much fencing it. The voice 
said he wanted Scooter as 
the drop man. 
Sign up for your interview now! 
"I'll need an advance" 
said Scooter after he a~ 
to take the case. 
"Well. price is no object as 
long as it doesn·t run over a 
thousand." 
"That sounds like my 
usual fee. " said Scooter. 
coolly concealing his elation. 
"OK. $500 now. $500 later. 
The check will be waiting for 
you at Fred's State Bank. I 
want you to meet me tonight 
a t Bruno's at. say 10. " 
Scooter said. "OK. I'll be 
there." and set down the 
receiver. 
"See. what'd I tell ya." 
Scooter said triumphantly to 
Doc. 




Equal Opportunity Employer M I F 
SARGENT ' LUNDY 
ENGINEERS 
Excellence in Energv Engineering 
HOT DEEP DISH PIZZA 
FROSTED MUGS OF BEER 
7 Days A Week 
nm's ~mes 
-pJzza 
364-8661 Party Rooms Available 
Call Ahead For Faster Service 
Ask About Our Group Discount 
Hwy. 63 N. Rolla. MO 654'01 
Scientific Calculator with 
Programming and Statistics 
F===== TI -55-II =======i, ~/~c"'3E~; 7°==:,5 L,==:, - DC~-' 
"---.; " ., DEG . 
L··_···, '- . . ' . 
Texas Instruments 
·112 powerful built-in functions for math . science and engineering . 
• Simple programmability gives you added versatility, speed . 
• Definite integration of functions entered into program memory. 
• Use up to 8 memories or 56 program steps . 
$41.95 
Campus' Book Store 
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Scooter from page 1~ 
place to stay." 
"You could stay here." 
"Where?" Doc asked, 
looking about the cluttered 
room. 
"How 'bout that room?" 
replied Scooter, pointing to 
an open door. 
"That looks like a closet! " 
"No, it's not. It's a lot 
bigger once I get all the 
clothes out." 
Doc looked at him un-
a!rtainly. "Well, bow much 
is the rent?" 
"Well, I'll tell you what, 
I'll split it with you. Your 
share will be a hundred and 
fifty dollars. I need an 
assistant. You can work 
some of it off that way." 
"I don't know. But, I do 
need someplace to stay." 
"Well, give it a couple of 
days. Come on, we got a 
case." 
After picking up the check 
they proceeded to Ai's Used 
Cars. 
"Why'd we come here?" 
queried Doc. 
"I'll need a car to get 
around for this case and 
that's usually about how long 
Ai's cars last. Quiet, here he 
comes. Let me do the 
talking." 
"ID! Big AI here. You guys 
need a used car?" said a tall 
dark-haired saiesman in 
mismatched clothes. 
"Gosh, AI, bow'd you 
Tom Hart 
A rare and controversial art piece. One that led Scooter P.1. through half 
the known bars in Rolla. 
Planned Parenthood 
Central Ozark's 
SERVICES FOR ALL MEN & WOMEN 
81RTH CONTROL exams , supplies , instruction NATURAL FAMILY PLANNING 
PREGNANCY TESTING and exams PR08LEM PREGNANCY COUNSELING on 
all options: parenthood , adoption , abortion VENEREAL DISEASE TESTING 
STERILIZATION COUNSELING & referrals COUNSELING on problems related 
to sexuality and reproduction EDUCATION, FILMS , PAMPHLETS 
Services are CONFIDENT AL 
REPRODUCTIVE FREEDOM-the fundametal right of every individual to decide 
freely and responsibly when and whether to have children- is a reaffirma-
tion of the principles of individual liberty upon which thi s country was 
founded. 
ROLLA CLINIC 
know? What you got today?" haven't even looked at those 
Scooter replied. two cars, Scooter." 
"Well, how 'bout this babe "More importantly, 
here? Just put in new neither has AI," explained 
muffler bearings. Or maybe Scooter. "Between the two I 
that diesel over there, just should be able to make a 
installed new spark plugs. decent machine. " 
All my cars lITe guaranteed. "'lbose two wrecks?" 
I do-all the work myself. " "Well, the beat up one is a 
"How about those two over Ferrari 308GT, I think, and 
there." Scooter said pointing the Mustang has a fair body. 
across the lot. Trust ·me." 
"I ain't had a chance to AI . returned with the 
look at those yet." papers and after Scooter had 
"GOOD!" replied Scooter. signed them he and Doc 
"I'll give you three hundred succeeded in pushing the 
for both of them. " cars into a vacant lot. After 
"Great! I'll get the borrowing tools from Mac's 
papers," said AI, running for gas station, Scooter and Doc 
the trailer home which was spent severai hours selecting 
his office. the best parts from both cars 
Doc spoke up, "But you . and building a car from 
these. The sun had long since 
set when Scooter and Doc 
finished grafting the 
Mustang body .to the Ferrari 
frame. 
"9:45, just enough time to 
make it to Bruno's," Scooter 
exclaimed, looking at his 
watch. 
"If we even make it out of 
the parking lot," Doc shook 
his head. 
"Don't worry!" crooned 
Scooter, as he fired up the 
engine and tore out of the 
parking lot. Scooter had 
been right; they did make it 
out of the parking lot and to 
within two blocks of Bruno's. 
Next Week: 
Close Calls 
RCll1c Pizza 1 
& Spag~ettiH{)use 
1806 Highway 63 NortQ 364-0977 
11 AM·2 AM WE DELIVER 
@~~~~:'o'J~!J~""",-,="t.:=""=" 
~ - -~--~. 
{ .. :---' 
-Built-in bookshelves, desks and lamp 
-Orthopedic mattress 
-Quality paneling and wall-to-wall carpet 
-Washer and dryer avai~able at Dorm 
Still Have Units 
Available for 
OCCUPANCY NOW 
~..J .. ~ .... ______________ 1_0_3_2B ___ K_in_g_S_h_i9_h_w_a_y __ (_3_1_4)_3_6_4_-_15_0_9 _______________________ ~ ________________ ~ ______ ~~~ __ ~~~~ ____ ~~~~~~aa~QI 
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UMR Pom-Pon girls getting their kicks at a Miner basketball game! Mark Vollmer 
Deterrence 
damage to the United States, 
and win the war. Because of 
its nuclear arsenal, that goal 
was not out of line with 
American military 
capabilities. As a result, the 
political objective of 
American policy (to deter a 
Soviet invasion of Western 
Europe) , was achieved. We 
cannot know if the Soviets 
were in fact deterred, only 
that they did not attack. Had 
they attacked, the United 
States and the West would 
have stood a good chance of 
militarily preventing Soviet 
victory. 
Today, we cannot know if 
the U.S.S.R. will ever feel 
compelled to invade Western 
Europe. One can only judge 
that the Soviets have not 
been deterred from 
systematically developing 
the means to do so. The West 
has, over the same period, 
gradually neglected many of 
those political and military 
steps that might offer a 
reasonable chance of suc-
cess if the Soviet Union 
forces the issue. 
Deterrence, it seems, 
works both ways. In 1935, 
Adolf Hitler was not 
deterred from occupying the 
Rhineland, despite the 
overwhelming superiority of 
the British, the French and 
others. The Reichswehr's 
generals were frightened by 
this enormous gamble, and 
strongly opposed it. Hitler 
gave strict orders to the 
small occupying force that it 
withdraw at the least sign of 
opposition. But free Europe, 
tired and fearful from the 
last war, stayed its hand, 
because it could not bear to 
contemplate the renewal of 
the struggle, and the con-
sequences that might befall 
it as a result. Hitler, himself 
a product of the Great War, 
drew somewhat different 
conclusions about the nature 
G&D STEAK HOUSE 
8 oz. Chuck Steak 
6 oz. Ribeye 
8 oz. Filet 
7 oz. Ham Steak 
10 oz. Top Sirloin 
12 oz. K.C. Strip 








Includes baked potato or fries an d Texas toast . 
Free Ice Cream With Every Meal. 
G&D Steak House 
Open 7 days a week 11 :00 0 .m.·9:00 p.m. 
Forum Plaza Shopping Center 
from page 7 
of deterrence. 
Dr. Rood is Profes5()r ot 
International Relations, 
Claremont McKenna 
College, and Executive 
Editor of Grand Strategy: 
Countercurrents. 
- -
r- - - -
The Sewing Room 
Alterations and 
I custom ·made 
I western shirts 
I 207 W. 11 th Rolla 364-3922 
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-S p.m. 
Sat. 9 a_m.-12 p.m. 
- -- -
SUB presents 
A STANlfY KUBRICK RlM m 
JACK NICHOlSON SHfllfY DUVAll 
"THf SHINING" ST[PHfN KING 
.., .. ,.", 
STANlfY KUBRICK & OIANf JOHNSON 
-~ .. "I 0lIl'" .. 
STANlfY KUBRICK iHf PROOU~fR D~1I fJ) 
R ' ..,,::.;:':0_ ".::"::: ',,';:_ 
Sunday, Feb. 28 at 4 and 6:30 
in Centennial Hall 








Thursday, Feb, 25, 1982 
IT'S NO ACCIDENT 
THAT 600 ENGINEERS 
CHOSE US 
(ALL CIVILIANS) 
elt was interesting work with computers, 
aircraft, jet engines and many other kinds of 
equipment and accessories belonging to the Air 
Force (we aren't recruiting for the 
military-we're ·civilians) . elt was our 
permanent location in Oklahoma City, with 
moderate weather, low cost living--especiolly 
for homes and apartments, and a wide variety of 
life-styles. elt was our foster-than-average 
advancement to better-than-averoge pay, 
benefits and long-range stability. 
CONTACT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE 
FOR DETAilS OR WRITE TO: 
ENGINEERING RECRUITMENT 
EMPLOYMENT OFFICE 
Okla, City Air Logistics Center 
Tinker AFB, Okla. 73145 
On Campus 26 FEB 82 
We are on equal opportunity employer 
the oklahoma city 
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P .S. Sorry! Y. B. 
ATI'ENTION all evlldoers (bad guys in general) in the Utterly 
Contemptable Plane I 
I feel It ts only fair to warn you that I have retracted my policy of 
working strictly alone and have enlisted the aid of that new superhero, 
Pygldium Man (allas Bugger) . Our eyes are upon you. Beware! 
Batguy 
MIke and MIke of L .P . No.4, 
Page 15 
Love, 
Gayle, Paula, Suzy, Lynn 
Congratulations on your outstanding performance as an A.G.A. 
member. 
She ila, 
1be Satisfied Bosses 
(M.A.L.) 
We want to wish you a Happy B-day. Have you enjoyed your last two 
dinners? Thumper ts waiting for his! 
Fourth F100r Rowdies 
Mark, 
If you lost a calculator in the Library, February 22, 1982. Call Marv Congratulations for a Job well done. 
at 3&HI263 and identify. Don't forget the " Pallet Party" at TKE thts Saturday from 8: 3(H. 
Ust: T1-55 calculator in blue case. Lost in Chemistry Building 
about 3 weeks ago. Name was inside case and on calculator. If found, 
please call Dave Rose at 364-«360. Reward will be offered! 
Lost - One pair of glasses, brown plastic frames, black case. Lost 
on campus Monday Feb. 15. Call 364-0030. 
For Sale: TI sse calculator. Like new with instruction manual 
charger, etc. $60, or best offer. Call 364-0071. Ask for Bill. 
For Sale: TI 57 calculator. Good condition. $30, or best offer. Call 
364-0071. Ask for Randy. 
Wanted : 
Three male rommates for summer session. Apartment right across 
street from C.E. Building. $70 per month. Call 341-2878. 
WANTED: 1be return of the UMR Cooperative Education 
Association sign that was stolen from the area near the Hockey Puck. 
Anyone with knowledge of the whereabouts of the sign ts asked to call 
341-2879 or place that sign by the Hockey Puck. Reward ts offered. 
Need a math tutor? Call 364-1475 and ask for Paul. 
W At'l'fED : UMR students 17 to 22 to relax evenings and weekends in 
my home. Card games, game machines, mini howl, etc. Call 'Bill for 
details. No fee! 69!H363. 
Will do typing: 364-7251 , ~: 30p.m. 
1be UMR Sports Car Club would Uke to thank Jeff Sheldon, Mark 
Randol and especially MIke Talkow for their help in last week's Road 
Rally. 
We will hopefully be having another Road Rally around May 1, so 
watch out, Rolla. 
Tom 
P .S. Congratulations Mutchler & Collier in car number 5. You came 
in 3rd place. You may call Jeff at 341-3734 to pick up your trophy. 
LarryP. 
I 'm not out to get you or looking for trouble, but aren't you at least a 
little curious? I am! !! ! Come and say hi. 
C.C. 
What, you may ask, is a TASTY TATER? We start with a 
huge potato (approximately one pound each), and bake i t 
'til i t ' s done to perfection. Then we add golden melted 
butter and our own special seasonings, and mix them 
together to produce a fluffy, delicious texture. Then we 
add the topping that you select from our many tasty 
combinations: 
No. I THE TYPICAL TATER-Our basic tater topped w ith creamy 
butter for the potato purist. 
No. 2 THE TYPICAL TATER PLUS- We've topped our No. I with 
grated cheese, sour cream, and sprinkled it with diced ch ives 
and real bacon bits. 
No.3 THE CHILI TATER-This tater is smothered in hot. meaty 
chili , and topped with shredded cheddar cheese. 
GGett and Zan 
After a real thrilling first· date ... 
No .• THE TATER.Q-For the meat lover, we've covered this 
tater with hat Bar-B-Q Beef and sauce. and topped it with 
shredded cheddar cheese. dd I -th th I ta t f b No. 5 PORKY TATER-We've filled this tater with hot chopped CU e Up WI e rea s eo eer. ~~.~r:Jr:~ cCr=:'~' and then we covered it all with whipped ' • .. 
r----------COUPON--------- I 
I To help you get acquainted with our New I I TASTY T ATERS, bring in this coupon and get I 
I a Free TATER with every TATER you buy. I 
I SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER I 2 BUY 1 TASTY TATER g 
5 AND GET ONE FREE! 0 ~ Free TATER must be of equal or less price. 1 Pabst Blue Ribbon. I limit 1 coupon per visit. I 
I Offer good only at A&W of Rolla, 1202 N . Bishop, Rolla, MO I C '-J8, Pd'''' 3'-''C ",Y' Pd' , "'"d .'''' ,\ 'w·"· 
! . ~~v!) j 
L ----- - ___ NOdnO::> __________ ...J 
Ronda, do you know where your pooIde bear Is tonIgbt? 
Nuke the PooIdes 
'IbIs Is the last time_the Mis80Urt MIner will be bearing from the 
Pblllltom and tbeSbadow and PookJeBear. 
Features EdItor 
from page 10 
Sbadow 
Asooewbols 
substanceless as you wbo 
stole my name 
forcing me to become, 
an ectopIa.smIc being 
now allowing myself to 
transverse the blaclt 
boles of 
outer space where DO 
life such as you can 
endure 
Dear Shadow and Phantom: 
Phantom 
u;MR SWImmers, 
'Best of luck to Ul\IR's most studly men at Trmm AIDs! We're all 
behind you! . 
The Brotbers of Sigma Tau Gamma: 
Laveya, 
Barb 
'Ibanks so mucb for what you did last Saturday! I'm really glad I 
came to visit a second time. 
Your WhIte ROlle Queen 
New Actives: 
Here's to Sigma ChI Mu's best pledge class yetI Now the soog can 
sing: 
University of Virginia to 
stanford University and tbe 
University of Oregon. 
There were also eight 
, adults ranging In age from 32 
to 74, including a semi-
retired Eplscopal JDInist!!r 
' from South Carolina, , a 
scbool teacber from 
VirgInIa. a college ad-
ministrator from Teua, and 
two retired lawyers from 
callfornla. 
April 15 Is tbe appUcatioa 
deadline for tbIs SUlDlllel"s 
program, wblcb beglns June 
23. Further Informatioo Is 
available from Dr. Bradford 
at SUsquebanna, Se1In-
sgrove, Pa 17870. 
Grow up. 'IbIs Isn't high school. We're Ured of reading your Ignorant 
and Immature OWe messages. 
start spreading the news, 
Now we're actives too. 
We're finally a part of It, 
Sigma ChI Mu. 
Christopher Jewelers 
Diamonds and Watches 
903 Pine Rollo, MO 364-2"64 The General Readersblp 
Adventure from page 9 
Mexico, Costa Rica and 
Guatemala have a number 
of institutions eagerly 
seeking the North America ' 
student. Hundreds of courses 
are available in the arts, folk 
studies; sociology, 
languages and similar 
programs. Some are con-
ducted totally in spanish and 
others in English. Here 
again, the student can live In 
a pension, family home or a 
city apartment depending on ' 
the school and ac-
commodation 
arrangements. . 
Students at Cemanahuac 
in CUernavaca, Mexico can 
study spanish, potting, 
weaving, folk dance, and 
music. They have mini 
seminars about Latin 
American culture, arts and 
crafts - as well as field trips 
to major Archaeological and ' 
craft centers. Students of all 
ages can sign up for a week 
or longer anytime during the 
years. 
Centro LJnguistico Con-
versa's facility at San Jose, 
Costa Rica, has been called a 
"school in paradise" 
because of its beautiful 
setting. 
Fees usually include most 
meals, accommodations, 
special tours and some 
transportation, In addition 
to tuition. However, for the 
beginner it might lie hard to 
know what facility Is right 
for his or her particular 
pocketbook and lncllnatlon. 





Open Mon .·Sat. 
9:00 a .m.·9 :30 p.m . 




Center for Study Abroad 
(NRCSA), puhlishes 
specialty study directories 
and offers a great deal of 
help for the prospective 
student facing the tricky 
hurdle of securing details 
and registration information 
on his own. 
The program has a staff 
that visits recommended 
facilities to prescreen them 
before offering programs to 
the American puhlic. "For 
every four or five places 
visited, only one is 'adequate 
for inclusion in' our dlrec-
tories," says Michael WIttig, 
NRCSA's manager. "We 
look at places referred to us 
by governmental and 
educational agencies In tbe 
respective countries and 
either go there ourselves or 
have one of our consultants 
'check over the program," he 
says. 
NRCSA used to offer 
courses In Guatemala and 
Chile until civil unrest In 
those countries ruled out 
student booki{lgs. "We have seas educational 
to be aware of the political possibilities," he says with a 
situations In many of the chuckle. 
countries as well as the For ordering any of the 
aCademic qualifications of a geographic directories, 
particular school," Wittig forward a check with the 
indicates. proper amount to the NRC· 
NRCSA has been SA, 823 N. 2nd Street, L68, 
puhlishlng study catalogues Milwaukee, WI, ~. Over , 
since 1972, with current the past few years, more 
offerings including updated than 2,000 persons have 
versions of a Latin American enrolled in these specialty 
Directory of Educational offerings through the NRC-
Programs ($4), a Great SA. The firm does not control 
Britain-Ireland Directory the' academic offerings ot' 
($7.95) and a European each institution but presents 
Directory ($6.95). ', course details and helps With 
Semiannual updates are sent registration at the more than 
free to directory purchasers, 100 schools llsted In the 
listing the latest information various catalogues. 
on dates and prices for After reading through the 
thousands of courses. books, the only remaining 
"What we're doing Is of- question for the traveler Is 
fering information on special "should I study geology ,at 
interest programs from Higham Hall or go cave 
abroad that is hard to get exploring at the Whernslde 
elsewbere," adds Wittig, Cave and Fell Center?" 
who Indicates that the idea is 
not really new. "In many 
ways, we're ~e the Sears-
Roebuck catalog for over-
Forum Plaza Shopping Center 364-3214 
I ;;A', .w. 




.t. Loul.· •• n Francisco 
International Tours of Rolla 
1023Klngahighwoy Saturdays H):00·I:00 
341-3300 W_kclays 9·5 
Careers for Engineers 
with a growing State-wide Electric Utility-
On campus interviews will be conducted 
on Tuesday, March 2, 1982. 
Electrical, Mechanical and Nuclear Engineers 
o Distribution 
o Planning 
$750 REBATE on any new Buick Skylark, o Power Plant Design 
SkYhawk. aids Omega or Firenza from stock. 
$500 CASH REBATE ona new Buick Century or 





(4 wheel drives) 
SPECIAL 
REBATE for 
your 78 model 
or older trad.in. 
'We pay you to 
trade that older 
car." 
LIMITED TIME ONLY ... 
Cash Rebate or may be applied to finanCing. Over 100 
new cars in stock to choose from. 
Special Deals & Financing for UMR graduating 
seniors. Buy Now!! Pay when on the job. 
Schweiss Motor Co., Inc. 
500 Hwy. 63 South Rolla. MO Open 8·7 Sol. til. 
o Protection, Control & Relaying 
o Substation Design 
o Technical Support Studies 
o Transmission Line Design 
o Power Plant Operations (Coal Fireq and Nuclear) 
Excellent working conditions - Liberal benefits-
with an employee-oriented organization. 
Ruth Lind, Recruiting & Records Supervisor 
Nebraska Public Power District 
P.O. Box 499, Columbus, Nebraska 68601-0499 
H NebraSka Publir Power District 














Congratulations to the new Kappa Alpha Inltiates. Here's to a job 
well done! Good luck. 
Brian, 
A sweetheart Is the someone 
You could write a book about 
The one you love to be with 
And you hate to be wlthout. .. 
Gayle 
Babs 
FOR THRILLS, CHILLS, AND EXCITING ADVENTURE join the 
first ,!MR rac~g club - the GSR Team. Membership [s highly 
sele<;tive (no DB s), so send your quallfications to Route 3, Box 524 for 
consIderation. Meetings are held Mon.-Fri. 3 p.m. channel 30 Be 
there! . 
S. B. and S. K., 
Happy late V alentine's. You two work too hard. Ask for a raise. 
M.A. 
House D Chocolate Chip Maker, 
That last batch rated about 7.112, not bad. 
A1tredC. M. 
Blonde, 
I am sorry about getting your hopes up for this fall, but I just don't 
have the megabucks that It takes to get married. Will you walt untu 
next fall, so that I can graduate first? 
Love,Jay 
Dear Kathy, 
I'd just Uke to paws between naps to thank you for the Valentine's 
Day card. It was a nice thing to get certainly better than hard times I 
get from my clod roommates but that's another taU. Let's get together 
and chase squirrels on campus sometime. 
Love, 
Sambo 
Rolla Road Trip 
FuJI of stress and strain hearty, 
We jumped in the car ready to party . 
Raced at 00 down Highway 65 
Just hoping we'd get there aIlve, 
On the phone at 6: 38 -
Two minutes later planning a date ; 
We frolicked in ten-story Woods Hall, 
Packed with 400 girls wall to wall, 
To our ecstatic surprise, 
Not believing our eyes. 
Meeting SMS girls was a thrill , you can bet. 
We really can't get over It yet! 
We're writing this poem mostly to say: 
We love you girls for making us feel this way. 
T&D 
To My Little Tiger Person, 
I had a grrreat weekend! Lucky for me you can't play poker as well 
as you can shoot pool ! 
Love from 
Your LII Punker 
Val, 
Have a GREAT 21st birthday this Friday. How 'bout them 21-year-
olds?! Your iii sis 
To the men of the House 5 Annex, 
We miss seeing your lovely bodies around the Quad! 
Ang and Luigi, 
Have a nice day! 
Room 4 
Bunns 
"Dl!e to the .convergence of forces beyond his comprehension, s-
foot was suddenly squirted out of the universe like a watermelon seed 
and never heard from.again. ' 
B. KUban" 
Mr.T, 




Captain Kirk bumping into 
a door, Mickey Rooney 
bumping into Jayne Man-
sfield, it's all part of those 
outakes or bloopers that 
usually end up on the cutting 
room floor. 
You can see them in Rolla, 
. though, because Herb Graff, 
the curator of the Brooklyn 
Film Archives, and a film 
blooper collector, is bringing 
his personal collection of 
mistakes and mishaps to 
UMR's Centennial Hall on 
Friday, February 26 at 8:00 
p.m. 
The special showing, 
sponsored by the Student 
Union Board, is free and 
open to the public. 
A Career For You ... 
ILLINOIS POWER COMPANY 
ON C AMP US 1NTER V IE WS 
MARCH 12TH 
(LEC ' ~ I r;Al ENG INEUtiNG 
ME CHAAICAl £NG"WEUI NQ 




By KEN DONNELLY 
Tonight, February 25, at 
7:00 p.m., at the Central 
Bible College Activities 
Building in Springfield, Mo., 
Amy Grant will be per-
forming in concert. 
Although this information 
comes a bit late, an excellent 
opportunity is presented to 
you to witness one of today's 
leading female vocalists in 
Contemporary Christian 
Music. Amy has been 
nominated three consecutive 
years for a Grammy Award 
and is also a three time 
finalist of the Dove Awards. 
While only 21 , she already 
has five top-selling albums, 
the latest being, "In Concert, 
Volume II," which is a 
mixture of her past hits, 
along with her latest 
material. 
Amy is a Contemporary ' 
Christian artist whose music 
has developed a popular, 
rock-{)riented style to 
enhance the traditional 
Christian music. 
Her concerts have a 
special quality for she 
develops a personal 
relationship with · the 
audience. This ability to talk 
to and relate to the audience 
make her concerts very 
appealing. 
So, if you do have some 
time tonight to witness this 
concert tickets will be 
available at the price of $6.00 
at the Central Bible College 
Activities Building in 
Springfield. 
The look that makes 
Porsche924 and Datsun 280ZX 
owners look twice. 
RX-7: Motor Trend's 
"Best Buy" sports car. 
$10,905 
in stock 
stock no. M080 
5 speed trans. , 
AM / FM stereo radio. · 
air cond., power 
antenna. aluminum 
wheels. elec. reor 
window defroster. 
reclining bucket seats. 
clock. 
Student financing-deferred payments 
with approved job acceptance. 
Sellers-Sexton-
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Women play well and defeat SIU 
ByROBTELKER 
The UMR "Lady Miners" 
basketball team finished 
their regular season at a 
high point last Friday In the 
Gale Bullman Multi-Purpose 
Building. The women not 
only played well, but they 
chalked up a victory In the 
process. The 72~ win 
against Southern Illinois 
University-Edwardsville 
snapped a four-game losing 
. streak and improved the 
team's overall record to 6-16. 
Coach Cathie SchUlte was 
very pleased with the per-
formance of the team. "Not 
only did we win ... " Schulte 
said, " but we played like we 
knew what we were doing. " 
Several members of the 
UMR squad had fine games. 
Sophomore Laurie Behm led 
the team with 13 points while 
shutting down a top SIU-E 
player with good defense. 
Junior Carmen Baker 
returned to form by adding 
12 points. "Freshwomen" 
Stacy Stover and Kim 
Murphy also had strong 
performances and finished 
with 12 points each. Stacy led 
UMR by grabbing 14 
rebounds. 
The key to the game 
seemed' to be a well-
balanced scoring attack 
combined with a more 
confident defense. "We 
played man-Urman by 
necessity," said Coach 
Schulte, "and were. able to 
confuse the other team. Our 
girls gained confidence, got 
tougher, and we ended out on 
top." 
Southern Illinois came Into 
the contest with an 11-12 
record and had beaten 
University of Missouri-St. 
Louis, to whom UMR had 
lost twice. They were not an 
easy opponerit and might 
have been caught napping by 
the "Lady Miners." Said 
Schulte, "I think the dif-
ference was that we felt we 
could win this game. " 
A see-saw first-half closed 
with SIU-E ahead by a tally 
'of 32-28. In the second half, 
UMR showed no sign .of a 
letdown and proceeded to 
. play tenacious man-Urman . 
defense, holding SIU-E at 
the 5(}-polnt mark- for more 
than five minutes. A hot-
streak by UMR's Carmen 
Baker gave the Miners an 11-
point lead and control of the 
game. 
In what was called the best 
game of the season by Coach 
Schulte, UMR divided. the 
scoring among nine players 
and shot nearly 50 percent 
from the field. The coach 
admitted, "It was a great 
way to end the (regular) 
season. " 
The women's team will try 
to carry their fine play and 
enthusiasm on Into the 
M.A.l.A.W. State Basketball 
Tournament as they meet 
Southwest Missouri State 
tonight In Cape Girardeau. 
SMS has a good team, 
having beaten UMR . twice 
this season by 24 points and 
19 points. "We'll have to put 
forth the same kind of effort 
this week to be able to defeat 
Southwest," says Coach 
Schulte. Tonight's contest 
pits the taller UMR team 
against the quicker SMS 
squad. 
Other teams that are en-
tered In the State Tour-
nament Include Southeast 
Missouri, Northeast 
Missouri, Missouri-St. Louis, 
and Evangel. Next week's 
news will Include results of 
the tournament and a 
"season wrap-up" for the 
UMR Women's Basketball 
team. 
Track team competes in Mizzou Meet 
By DAN BROWN 
Last Friday evening the 
UMR track team competed 
against about fifteen other 
Missouri colleges In the All-
Mizzou Invitational Indoor 
Track Meet In Columbia. 
As expected MU 
dominated the meet as they 
captured first In eight out of 
17 events. One of these first 
place finishers, Ben Lecero, 
set a new meet record and 
qualified for the NCAA 
National Indoor Meet In the 
high jump. Lecero's vertical 
leap of 7' 2%" was just %" 
shy of former MU star and 
NCAA Division I High Jump 
Champ, Nat Page. Robin 
Thomas of Southeast 
Missouri State University 
also qualified for the 
national meet with his 
record-setting pace of 
1: 10.25 In the 600-yard run. 
The distance medley relay 
team of Dave Moore (880), 
Bill Dye (440), Mark Stucky 
(1,320) and Brian Blackford 
(mile) got the Miners 
started on the right foot with 
a fifth place finish In a time 
of 10:36. Dave Moore and 
Mark Stucky also competed 
In the 1,~yard run. Moore 
finished second In his beat In 
2: 18 while Stucky was fifth 
with a 2:20. Moore's time 
placed him eighth out of 
about 30 competitors. 
Bob Parker won his 
preliminary heat of the 60-
yard dash In 6.45 seconds 
and then barely missed 
qualifying for the finals with 
his fourth place finish In the 
semlnflnals of the 60. 
Phillip Taylor continued to 
improve his 600-yard time! 
Last Friday he covered the 
Miners end year with loss 
By LARRY TIPl'ON 
UMR's basketball Miners 
ended their season Tuesday 
with 98-60 loss to Northeast 
Missouri State. The loss was 
their sixth In a row, and left 
the Miners with a 12-14 
overall record 
Northeast's Bulldogs, who 
led by as much as 41 points, 
took an early 12~ lead when 
the Miners failed to score for 
the first four and a hait 
minutes. This set the trend of 
the game. Northeast 
enlarged their haittime lead 
when UMR hit only one of 
·their first nine shots. The 
Bulldogs cruised to an easy 
victory to advance to the 
semi-finals of the MIAA 
post-season tournament. 
Leading the Miners of-
fensively were Zol Singleton 
and Kent Dinsdale, each 
with 14 'points. Joe McDowell 
and Kurt Lorenzen had 10 
points each. 
Perhaps a key factor In the 
game was the play of Rickie 
Cannon. Usually leading the 
team'ln scoring, Cannon was 
shut-out by the Bulldogs and . 
fouled out.of the game. 
The most important factor 
of the game, however, was 
the Miners very poor 
shooting. Coach Billy Key 
said, "Our shooting really 
fell off, so Northeast was 
able to put us away early. 
We haven't shot very well In 
the last three games." 
How true. The Miners last 
regular season game, 
against Central Missouri 
State, is evidence of this. 
Leading 26-19 at half, the 
Miners came out and shot a 
blistering 27 percent from 
the floor. Outscored 43-17 In 
the second half, they suf-
fered a 19 point defeat to 
. drop below the .500 mark (12-
13). 
Well, now the season is 
over for the Miners, and 
maybe its better that way. 
As Coach Key commented, 
"We really weren't making 
any progress at the end." . 
Chalmers, Schoenberg take 2nd 
By MARK A. COOK 
The Rolla Miners ended 
their wrestling season last 
Saturday at the Missouri 
Intercollegiate Athletic 
Association championships 
In Warrensburg. The 
wrestling Miners, although 
taking last, did capture 
seven MIAA medals. Greg 
Schoenberg at 118 pounds 
and Scott Chalmers at 150 
pounds both took secomi 
place finishes. 
The Miners qualified no 
wrestlers for nationals. This 
is due In part because of a 
scheduling error by the 
NCAA which allowed SMSU 
in Springfield, a wrestling 
power, to compete for 
national qualifying spots at 
the MIAA tournament. 
This prosperous miscue 
probably cost Scott 
Chalmers, Rolla's leading 
wrestler with 11 wins and 
46'h team points, a chance of 
a trip to Nationals. Coach 
Joe Keeton blamed the 
NCAA for not putting SMSU 
into another district. SMSU 
is moving Into Division I and 
is not an MIAA member. 
The Miners finished their 
season with a 4-6 dual meet 
mark. Congratulations go to 
Coach Keeton who was 
named MlAA Coach of the 
Year. 
Wrestlers placing third in 
the MIAA for Rolla were: 
Jeff Lambing at 126, Fred 
Kummer at 142, Rich 
Straughn at 158, Jeff Maddex 
at 167, and Kirk Avery at 171 
pounds. Northwest Missouri 
State University won the 
tourney with 85'h points. 
The relatively young 
wrestling team had a fine 
seasOn and came of age this 
year with some key vic-
tories. The wrestling Miners 
will be tougher next year - a 
team to watch. 
distance In a time of 1: 14.8 
for seventh place. 
Several other Miners had 
respectable performances. 
Kevin Stock and Dave 
Millman tied for second In 
their heat of the ~yard 
run. However their time of 
2:01 wasn't fast enough to 
place. In the mile run Dan 
and Pete Lichtenwalner 
continued to improve. Dan 
finished In 4: 30 while Pete 
following close behind with 
4:33. Chris Henry fell three 
Inches short of breaking ~ 
UMR pole vault record!"He 
cleared the height of 13' 9". 
This . weekend the Miners 
will take a break as they 
prepare to compete In the 
MIAA Conference Indoor 
Championship Meet In 
Warrensburg on March 6. 
-Official Miner T-Shirts & 
Jerseys 
-Fraternity Jerseys 
-House Jerseys -Greek 
Accessories -Silk Screen 
Printing -Fast Service 
1200 Pine Rollo . MO 364-5495 
c 
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Joe Harris Basketball Forecasts 
~,~Yl,~ 
~!:l1mw:§ !.ii.Y:P.i.!l.b Point.:<  ~ 
\ltAl!lerican U. • ........... 3 .... .. .. Tample 
!t.r1zODB. State ........... 1 ........ "Stanford 
.Calif omia .............. 2. • • • . • •• Ari zona 
Columbia ................ 3. . .. .... *Brown 
"Iona ................... 1 ........ Fordham 
.Nevada-IAs Vegas ••• ~.. 9 ......... New i'Jaxico 
"Oregon State....... .... 5 ........ U. C. L. A. 
"Pennsylvania ........... 13 ........ Dartmouth 
"Princeton .............. 7.. .. .... Harvard 
So. California .......... 4 ........ *Oregon 
~,~n.,~ 
Alabaa ................. 1 ........ "Vanderbilt 
"Arkansas............ ••• 6 ........ Texas Tech 
*Auburn .................. 1 •••••••• Tennessee 
Baylor .................. 2.. .. • ... *Texas Christian 
Boaton Collage .......... J ........ "Seton Hall 
"Bowling Green .; ........ 4 ........ i·iiami (Ohio) 
"Bradl87 ................ 2.. .. .... Tulsa 
"Br1ghall Young .......... 1 ........ San Diee:o State 
-Brow •••••••••••••••••• 1. • • • • • •• Cornell 
"Califomia ............. 1.. • .. ... Arizona Stete 
*Central Michigan ....... 2 ........ II. stern liiobigan 
Columbia ................ 2. .. .. ... ·Yala 
Dayton .................. 2.. ...... "Can1s1ua 
Drake ................... 2.. .. .. •• "So. nlinoia 
Duqueane ................ 2. .. • • • •• "Rhod. Island 
"Eastern ~liobigan ....... 2 ........ Ball State 
'EvanlJVilla ............. 10 ........ Butler 
'Florida State .......... 2 ........ Cincinnati 
Florida ••••••••••••••••• 1. • •• • • •• *j.assisaipp1 State 
Georgetown (D.C.) ....... 4 ........ Connecticut 
"Georgia ................ 2... •• ... N1as1ea1ppi 
'Houston ................ 5 ........ Texas A. G.; M. 
'nlin01. State ......... 12 ........ Creighton 
nlinois ................ 4 ........ "Ohio State 
Indiana ................. 5.. .. .... "~iiobigan 
'Iowa ................... J ........ Hinnesota 
James l·ladison ........... 1 ........ "Old Dominion 
'Kansas State........... l ........ lIebreska 
*Kansas •• ".............. 10 •••••••• Iowa State 
Kentucky ................ 1 ........ *Louisiana State 
SPI, AH Games • 0 & 0 Supplies 
ROLLA CRAFT & HOBBY 
1009 Pine Rolla. Mo. 364-5581 




.----_----=--=----iu n til May 1 5 0 ne H 0 u r 
Canoe Trips South of 
On the Upper contact: Rolla 
Current River Complete Service · 
JADWIN 
CANOE RENTAL 
Jadwin, MO 65501 Ph. 314-729-5229 
Used canoes for sale-shuttle service 
P PARTY PARTY PARTY PARTY PARTYp 
~ Remember Our ~ 
T Anniversary Party? T 
Y Well, now we're introducing ... Y 
P "STEEL P 
~ PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS" ~ 
T Sat., Feb. 27 9:30 p.m.-1 :00 a.m. T 







Banquet Facilities Available Y 
P Men's Night-Wednesday P 
A Ladies' Night-Thursday A 
R 9:30 to 1 :00 341-2110 R 
~ 1435 Hauck Drive Rolla, MO ~ 
PARTY PARTY PARTY PARTY PARTY 
Loyola (Chicago) ... ..... 2 ........ *Detroit 
"Manhattan.............. 1 ........ Fairfield 
. *Hemphis Stete .......... 14 ........ St. Louis 
"Michigan State ......... 1 ........ Purdue 
Navy .................... J ........ *Army 
New l-iexico •••••••••••••• 1. • • • • • • • "Air Force 
"North Carolina ......... 16 ........ Duke 
-Northwestern ••••••••••• 2 •••••••• t-liscons!.n 
*Ohio U. ....... ..... .... .3 ........ Kent State 
*Oklaho,,", City..... ..... 1 ........ Oral Roberts 
"Oklahoma State ......... 4 ........ Oklahoma 
*Oregon State...... ..... 6 ........ So. California 
'Pennsylvania ........ ••• 9 ........ Harvard 
*Pittaburgb ............. J ........ George \lashington 
*Princetoll .............. 10 ........ Dartmouth 
St. John's ( ;I.Y.>, ....... 2 ........ *Syracuse 
*Stanrord ••••••••••••••• J. • • • • • •• Arizona 
*Texas •••••••••••••••••• J. • • • • ••• Rice 
*Toledo ••••••••••••••••• 6. • • • • • •• .Northern nllnola 
U. C. L. A. •••••••••• ••• 8 •••••••• *Oregon 
Villanova ••••••••••••••• 4 •••••••• :~rovidandellce 
Virginia ................ 12 ........ ..aryl 
Virginia Tech ........... 2 ........ "Tulane 
\lake Forest ............. J ........ *".lorth Carolina State 
Washington •••••••••••••• 2. • • • • • •• ~Hashington State 
.West Texas State ••••••• 1 ••••• f'" l'ioH' Henco State 
\lest Virginia ........... 2 ........ "Rutgers 
lUchita State ........... 10 ........ *Indiana State 
"\lilliam L Mary ......... 9 ........ East Carolina 
\lyoming ................. 7 ........ ~Colorado State U. 
~ Dask~ ~.ll.~ution 
"Detroit ..... ,......... 1 ........ Kansas City 
Houston ••••••• ~......... 3., ••••••• Dallas 
·New York • ~ •••••••••• ,.. l ••••••• : Portland 
Philadelphia • ~ • • • • • • • • • • 1. • • • • • •• *Denver 
. I Sunday, ~ Z§, ~ 
De Paul ,! •••••• " •••• ~ •• 4 •• 1 ••• ~. *l~otre Dame 
Marquette ............... 2 ........ "Louisville 
~ Basketballll~sociation 
'Atlanta ........... :.... 1 ........ Golden State 
*Boston ••••••••••••••••• 2. • • • • • •• 11ilvaukee 
"Indiana ........... ..... 2 ........ Detroit 
'Los Angeles ............ 12 ........ Cleveland 
*iJev Jersey............. 2 ......... San Diego 
lIew York ................ J. .. .. ... *Hashington 
San Antonio ........ ..... 1 ........ "Chicago 
*Seattle •••••••••••••••• 2 ••••••• !' Phoenix 
Tuesday, !:.~'2h ~, ~ 
Harvard ......... ;....... 2.. .. • ... "Dartmouth 
National Basketball Association 
Boston .................. 4. . • • .... *Dallas 
'Chicago ................. 2. • .. • ... Philadelphia 
*Denver ••••••••••••••••• 5. • • • • • •• Indiana 
*Golden State ........... 8 ........ Cleveland 
*Houston •••••••••••••••• 2 •••••••• 3an Antonio 
Kansas City ............. 1.. .. .... .Utah 
"Milwaukee.............. 8 ........ Detroit 
NeW' Jersey •••••••••••••• 2. • • • • • •• *',Iashington 
*Iiew York ............... 6.. • .. ... San Diego 
"Portland ...... ,"'" ... 1.. .. • ... Pl:oenix 
\lednesday, March /., ~ 
*Kansas City ............ 1.. .. • ... Indiana 
Los Angeles ••••••••••••• 2 •••••••• *Nev Jersey 
Milwaukee ............... J ........ "Atlanta 
"Philadelphia ........... 12 ........ San Diego 
"Phoenix ................ 8 · .. .-.. ... Utah 
·Seattle ................ 10 ........ Cleveland 
Thursday, ~ 2, ~ 
* Indiana •••••••••••••••• 11 •••••••• Jorthuestern 
Iowa •••••••••••••••••••• 3. • • • • • • • * Illinois 
*llinnesote .............. 8 ........ Hichigan Stata 
"I,ew Hexico ............. 5 ........ Utah 
Ohio State .............. 2 ........ *:Iisconsin 
"Purdue ................. 6. .. • .... Hichigan 
*San Diego State ........ 8 ........ Col orado State U. 
"Texas--El Paso •••• • •••• 5 •••••••• Brigham Young 
National Basketball Association 
*Detroit ................ 1 ........ Chicago 
Houston ............ ..... 2 ........ 'Utah 
"Golden State ........... 5 ........ Dallas 
Los Angeles ••••••••••••• 2 •••••••• *l'lew York 
*San Antonio •••••••••••• 1 •••••••• Boston 
Set Your Sights 
On · Th~ Company 
EIClctronic.s-~ S"pOCCl Division 
IEMIERSON 





Athlete of. the week 
M.cLUB ATHLETE OF 
THE WEEK 
This week M-Ciub would 
like to honor team captain 
Steve Henog of the UMR 
Varsity Rifle Team. In a 
recent win of the sectional 
match at Lincoln, Nebraska, 
Steve fired a 371 in the kneel 
match. This tied him for first 
with another UMR shooter. 
He also fired a top score of 
1087 in the total standings of 
the three position matches. 
Congratulations to Steve 
on his great performance. 
With his leadership and the 
team's continued excellence, 
we look forward to UMR's 
competition in the Nationals. 
r-------------, I Come on out I I to where the I 
I fun times roll. I 
, I I v I 
I Bowl Our I I Weekend Special I 
I Sat. 2-6 p.m. & Sun. 8:30-1Yp.m. I 
I 3 games & a large drink I I $4.10 val ue for $3!- I 
I Happy Hour I 
I Sat. 1 :30-6:00 p.m. I 
I 12 Oz. Beer .50 I 
I Colonial lanes, Inc. I 
I Bus. Loop 1-44 West I I 364-4124 I 
---------------
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Knit 
Short Sleeve Shirts 
-Terry & Knit 




-50% polyester, 50% 
cotton 
-Gray with stripes 




Hwy. 63 S. ONLY Rolla 
Open 9 AM - 9 PM 
Prices good thru Sat. Feb. 27 
Novelty T-Shirts 
-50% polyester, 50% 
cotton knit 
-Sizes S-M-l-Xl 
-Novelty screens and 
transfers 
-Assorted colors 
Adler Dress Socks 
-By Burlington 
-Bio control-The odor 
control mercerized cotton 








-Unique comfort waist 
-Super stretch, woven 
63 S. ONLY 
Nylon Jacket 
-Banded collar & cuff 
-Red, navy, blue 
-Shell 100% nylon 





Fruit of the Loom 
Briefs 
-50% polyester, 50% 
cotton 





Disposable lWn Blade Razors 
, • ' , i ' 
Tl!1.~ 
. Edge Shave 
Ultra Rich Gel 
-Regular or for sensitive 
skin 
WAL-MART'S AOVERTISED MERCHANDI SE POLICY-I! IS our In tention 10 have every advensed Item In 
stoc~. however . If due 10 any unforeseen r8e50n , an advor1lsed Ilem 1$ nol avaJIable tor DUrchase Wal-Man 
will Issue 8 Ram Check on rOQuest , lor the merchandise to be purchased at the sale pnce whenever available or 
will seU yOu 8 similar ilem at 8 compar8ble rAduchon In price We reserve the nghl 10 IIml! Quantities WAI;MART 
SChOOl .• 
10lhe s 
Fun 
stu~ 
ByG 
